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hand
this send him away. Now I don't know
of
in
the
STATE OF XAIXK.
a
factor
export
in
the
"Very well, Harry shall be on
coming
course 1 shall Just have to say, "This
He drops
powdered copperas
inasterso
Through an arrangement be- what I shall do. And he's
drains and sinks. He removes the closet grain.
old school friend. Mary Lane.' It 8 o'clock tonight.'4
is
my
hesiI
n
n. 'ible Justice of the Supreme -f u>llStates and Canadian ful that if I show the slightest
The two meu shook hands, and Lawfar from the house, and provides a tween the United
It seems more natural, anyway, to call
!>
jurt next to be held at Parle within
much Manitoba wheat is tation he's sure to make me do as he
to make
fur the sal l countv.on the second Tueaproper receptacle for receiving deposits, governments,
was her name yer Thickerton hurried away
because
that
that,
her
of
mills
lav of «><ηο1*Γ. A. U. ÏSM :
with plenty of road dust and other dis- shipped in bond to the big
wants. Won't you stay and help me?"
I the Anal arrangements for his journey.
married
she
George
Bay.
and
before
■ λ .ra Λ. Saunders of Bcthe', In sal I county,
into
flour,
infectants to keep all pure.
Frequent Minnesota, to be ground
Her father did not answer. He was
»
At a quarter before 8 o'clock the
>f Κ rani Γ. Saunders, respectfully reure·
off as
Britain.—New
suppose I shall have to pass It
attention puts the origin of disease as sent forward to Great
ut» tl. >t her uial'len name was I.aura A. Morat the end of the porch watchstanding
household was in a state of
Thickerton
best 1 can!"
<
The barns are York Tribune.
tli.it ehe was lawfully marrle<l to the said
g-i:
far away as possible.
llie
some one down the road. Lois went
Eloise was missing,
ing
excitement.
rntult I viunilera, at »al*l Bethel, on the fourhie
kept clean, aud all poisonous odors
t>
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r·'». that they lived togetheras husband and banished.
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Angora Ooat Raisins.
shoulder followed his gaze.
The lawyer had locked himself
room.
w.j. a »aM Bethel two
year*, then at Hebron,
hud"Wonder what that chap's up to?" he
.m.·, tben a* Berlin, county of Coo*.
In last week's Farmer I tînd a paraIn the library. The servants were
Chi nette Once I'sed Small Bronm*
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from the time of
xUle of New
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And then,
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up-to-date
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graph on Angora goats, similar to others remarked. "
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Kulve* For Money·
mM marriage until the tenth day of August,
esthetic
to
the
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attention
appear- Moating about, which is liable to misthat your lll>elant has always conducted good
Eloise had left the house an hour
He plants trees, not
Knife money, a species of ancien!
towards her said husltand as a faithful, ! ance of his farm.
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Celestial
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; Hood's Sarsaparllla

into the waiting room,
satchel,
the first person he saw was Eloise
The young man looked
Thicker ton.
at her In amazement, then he slowly
drew out h!s watch: It was 8 o'clock.
Of course she must be looking for
himself. Poor girl, the idea of being

PHILIPPINES AT

WORLD'S FAIR

enme

deserted wae Intolerable to her. Walking quickly across to Elolse's side,
Harry touched her lightly upon the
The girl gave a little startled
arm.
cry.

"Oh, Mr.
I—I—really
want you

you?"

I'm

Wilton.
am so

buy

to

so

glad to
me

a

see

nervous.

you.

I

ticket, will

Harry wiie bewildered.
"Going away, did you say?

Why, I
understand that you—you—were to be
married this evening.
Why doesn't
your—your husband buy the ticket?"
Eloise flushed scarlet. She turned her
face away and looked across the room,
then out Into the train shed, where
bells were riuging, smoke puffing and
Mr. Wilton was
whistles screaming.
waiting for her answer. When she
again turned her face toward him,

Complete

Exhibition of Island

People

and

Industries Covers Forty-seven Acres
and Is Independent of Larger Show.

Not even In the heart of Manila city
could there be found forty-seven acres
of Philippine territory as Interesting as
that amount of space covered by the
islands' display at the World's Fair.
Here is an exposition within an exposition, a little wheel that revolves
independently of the larger one encompassing it.
Scores of buildings are filled with exhibits. native life is depicted by as
many different villages as there are
tribes on the Islands, military drills are
given by 1'hilipplue troops, and concerts are render&l by native bands.
For Its amusement features the Philippine exposition has the humorous Igor·
1

r

Harry saw that her eyes were filled
with tears.
"I couldn't do it," she whispered. "I
couldn't mnrry that horrid little Mr.
Glade. Perhaps he is nice. Perhaps
papa meant well, but he's old and. well
—I hated him. So I just determined

"IÇ8,

UUt

mue

va tue

*

couldn't do it. I felt that I was being
forced upon you, and—well, I just decided to leave you In pence and go
away !"
"You?" Elolse repeated. "Why, I never thought that you cared about me!"
"Yes. I cured no much that I could
not bear to hurt you. I supposed, of
course, your father told you."
"No." Eloise Angered her bou nervously. "No; If be bad perhaps I might

have"—
"Yes."
Harry drew closer to the
girl's side.
Her cheeks were Hushed and she
dared not raise her eyes to the young
man's face, for she knew that h# was
looking at lier. When she again spoke
her voice trembled.
"What are we—that is—I mean, what
are you"— But Elolse did not finish
her speech. Her voice suddenly failed

CONCERTS BY MASSED BANDS
Prizes Aggregating $30,000 to Be Distributed at the World'· Fair.
Never were musical events in America plauned upon such an elaborate scale
A series
us those of the World's Fair.
ENTRANCE PALACK Or
AK7S, WOHLI/S FA IK.

BOCTH

WBhKAh

din»»» on dug meat. and
rote. who
visitors are entertained by Vlsayan
Nothing is lackactors and actresses.
ing to make the show complete.
The Administration building is a replica of the government otliees in Manila. while the Art and Education
building reproduces In miniature the

cathedral within the walled city, even
the mellowed tints of age being faithfully rendered. ^ A section of the an-

cient but still serviceable town wall
has been reconstructed to serve the double purpose of a gateway to the show
aud a museum of arms ami war relics.
The other main edifices are types of
Filipino homes, being built of undressed timber, bamboo and rattan, with
thatched roofs aud broad verandas.
Then there are the tiibal villages
nestling under the trees, some of 'the
houses perched high up among the

and i^io hid her face in her muff.
boughs, others on piles above the waNevertheless Harry Wiltou under- ters of the Arrowhead lake, all of them
A moment later
stood her meaning.
actual dwellings fashioned of native
und he had settled her future.
materials by native workmanship and
"I am going to be married tonight." illustrating the manners, customs and
Eloise lifted her face. "Are
■he whispered. "Who to?"
"You!"

you?" pursuits.of

"Me?"

"Yes." And together they walked toward the ticket window.
A Bet With a Stln*.
"I had a friend," said a congress·'
to η group of listeners, "who was a
One
ton planter near New Orleans.
evening he boarded a Mississippi river
Becoming
steamboat bound north.
lonesome, my friend began looking for
He was not
a little game of draw.
long in finding it nnd sat in. Ile lost
from the start, and as the game pro..

the stakes kept getting higher.
"About 4 o'clock in the morning my
friend began to realize that his chances
of getting even with that game were
slim, when just then the steamboat
whistle blew loud and long. The planthis chair back from the taer

gressed

pushed

ble und said:

"
'Gentlemen, I have played In this
byar game all night. I have lost and
buve nothing to say on tbat account,
but I'll be' $100 tbat I can holler louder

thun the whistle on this bout.'
"The stakes were put up and one of
the gamblers hastened to the engineer
and bribed him to put on all the steam
possible. The party repaired to the
The whistle was blown. The
deck.
but bis voice was not

planter yelled,
heard.

Ufllllflllt'lJ,

BUlu

tue:

» ivuu<

ν*

poker sharks. 'In this hyur yellin'

con-

tost I lost my money fu'r and squar',
but I had a better chance to win than
I had in that pokah game I mit in all
night.' "—New Orleans Times-Democrat.

Mot to Her Ta
Lamb?"
"Do you care much
asked Mrs. outcast le as she » ok a seat
In the sumptuous library and picked up
of
a fine edition of the "Last Essays
>.

Elia."

"Xo," replied her hostess; "to tell the
truth, I don't. Joslah does, but give
me a good beefsteak any time."—Chi·
cago Record-Herald,

their occupants. Here are
women weaving a coarse cloth on a
rude hand loom, others making baskets. others tending Irrigated fields of
rice. One group of men are lu village
count il. trying an offender according
to their tribal laws; others are slowly
moving in a circular dance to the thump
of tomtoms and the clang of brass
iron
gongs; others, again, are smelting
the aid of a primitive but most in-

by

bellows, tin* constituent parts
of which are a bamboo tube and an airtight mop of feathers working therein
like the piston of a syringe. And these
vaare but a few of an almost endless

genious

riety of life pictures.
The

ethnological problem

is a

some-

what complicated one; but. although

there are no fewer than sixteen races
represented among the village dwellers,
the scouts and the constabulary, each
and folrace speaking its own dialect
be
lowing its own customs, all may
roughly classified into four groups—
the true aboriginals or non-Malays, the
pagan Malays, the Christian Malays
and the Mohammedan Malays.
The first are the dwarf Negritos, with
dark skins and woolly beads, wearers
of scanty raiment, proficient in the use

of the bow and poisoned arrow, a race
of nomads and forest dwellers, pagans
in their
pure and simple. They live

own

stockaded village.

Next to them *e the Igorrotes.
whose origin is traced back to the first
wave of Malay Invasion. Here, again,
we have scanty clothing, amounting
almost to uudity. but copper colored
long wavy tresses, pleasant fea-

skins,

tured faces and fine physiques, even
though the stature be small. Among
these pagan Malays are the head huntsavers and the dog eaters. They are
and a
of
laws
code
their
have
ages. yet
of several primitive indus-

knowledge

tries.
The Christian Malays, produced by
the second *ave of invasion, are represented by the Visayans, a tall aial
handsome race, dressing well, living In
In weaving, dyepretty homes, skilled
wood
ing. basket making, hat making,
and other handicrafts, musi-

carving

A YV'liUtler Adorer.

I# his book on Whistler, Mortimer
Meupes writes: "Once an Interesting
u
figure appeared on our horizon,
He was Whistler'»
French painter.

find and was held up to us followers
example. 'At last,' Whistler said
of tin
Ί have found a follower worthy
master.' I noticed with secret Joy thai
mat
he did not call him pupil. This
tin
went bareheaded always when iu
out ol
presence of Whistler. Whether
bin
doors or in, no one could persuade
to wear α hut"
as an

Infallible.
ι
He—The trouble with you, dear, li
1
when
It
yoi
admit
will
never
that you
no sud
are In the wrong. She—That's
If
thing. I'd admit It In a moment
mat
were wrong, but the fact of the
1
ter Is I never am wrong, and yoi
know It, Harry Merrilton.

HI· Pea Work.

"You say you earn more money b;
did a year ago?"
your pen than you
"I do."

"How'e that?"
"I stopped writing stories and be
gan addressing envelopes."
The

Sharper VUloa.

there's something betwee 3
oar (laughter and young Huggerly."
"I seen them in the parlor its
night," volunteered young brother, "ai !,
"I believe

there wasn't nothing between them.

—Houston Post.

while in the Women's building we are
to a number of nutlve manufactures, including the beautiful fabrics from the Jusi. bnnann and pineapple libers. This Information is collated in the Building of Commerce, where
a unique and most effective method of
exhibiting is followed. In one hull are
samples of all the articles produced for
«port, among which innuiJa tlber, of
course, holds the chief pluce of prominence, while lu a second hall are all

introduced

work of mutual enlightenment.

No one else would marry Just poor, plalu me!"
For a moment Harry Wilton was silent; then, drawing a step nearer, he

llir

fowe, ever at war among themselvee
and with tlw? whole outside world. Despite their ferocity they are η clever
race, drees handsomely, have their sultane and their slaves and are expert
seamen, while long continued pillugv
on the high sens has surrounded them
with many of the luxuries and conveniences of western civilization.
The buildings of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries show all the varied
natural products, also the extremely
primitive processes as yet in vogue,

profitably

be?

W Lltril

are the Moron, who
swept Into the islands from the Mniay
peninsula Inst of nil. bringing with
them their Mohammedan religion, also
a knowledge of gunpowder acquired
with the Koran from the Arabs—funatics like their teachers, pirates, bloodthirsty. treacherous and vindictive fel-

added that α large number of representative Filipinos have been brought over
to visit the Exposition and study Amerce η business methods and manufactures, Jt will be recognized that great
benefit both to the islands and to the
world at large must result from this

that Mr. Glade?"
"Papa never told me whom I was
to marry. He said 'never mind' when
I tried to question him, but I know
that It was to be Mr. Glade. I know
because he always looks at me so
funny, and then he was Invited to
breakfast, and to lunch, and to dinner
Anyway, who else could it

looked down into his companion's fa··»*.
"Mr. Glade was not to be your husband. I was to bw the mau."
"You?"

Spanish settlers.
Very different

the manufactures from every country
that are imported und And η ready
market among the populace. Thus the
business man gets a dual lessou. Ile
sees what he can profitably take from
the islands. und also what he may
When it is
send to them.

trf run away."
Young Wilton was staring at the
girl in silent amazement. "Why," he
stammered, "why. when did your father change his mind? When did he
tell you that you must marry that man,

today.
possibly

•Ία as of nu mou a merit, the •vie group
*t natives who came early anl thoroughly under the Influence of the early

The only kind of consumpM
tion to fear is
neglected

consumption."

People are learning that consumption is a curable disease.
It is neglected consumption
often incurable,
At the faintest suspicion of
a bottle of

that is

so

consumption get

Scott's Emulsion and begin
regular doses.
The use of Scott's Emulsion
at once, has, in thousands ol
cases, turned the balance in
favor of health.

of concerts will be given by competing
bands lu contest for prizes offered by
the World's Fair. These contests will
take place in Festival Hall, Sept. 12
to 17.
Nine cash prizes, aggregating $30.000,
are offered tor the successful bands.
The prizes are divided so as to give to
the organization scoring the highest
uumber of |>oints $3.200; $2.5υ0 will be
given to the band scoring the second
highest number of points and 51..VHJ to
the one getting the third highest number.
The above division is made for buuda
in Class A, which consist of twenty
members. In the Β cluss $10,lKX) will

be given in prizes—first, $4,ΰυυ; second,
third. #2,000.
Cluss C. which includes bunds of thirty-five members, will enjoy the division
of $12.7Γ>0. For the organization scora
ing the highest number of points
prize of ftl.tKX) hus been named. The
eecond prize Is $4,000 and the third $2,·

$3,500;

700.

Bands
are not

uy iue bAiwnmuu
All playto contest.

euipioyea

permitted

ers must be bona fide mem hero, and
each musician must have been enrolled
at least three months prior to the date
of the contest. Each baud must send
to the bureau the name of its memtiers
and a nominal entrance fee.
Festival Hall concerts by massed
bands will be pi veil at 7:110 each day
during the contest, in which all contint·
Id Κ bands will take part under the direction of a distinguished conductor.

All bands enterlug must agree to play
concert In addition to the comj>et·
ing concert and massed concerts.
A separate programme has beeji preby the Bureau of Music for each

one

pared

class, and each band will play through
the full programme of its class. The
numbers in all three programmes are
by emiuent composers and are chosen
with the \'lew of bringing out the qualities of the bands performing them. The
list of composers Includes Wagner, Counod. Offenbach, Verdi, Saint-Saene, Bizet. Strauss and I^eoucavallo.

WEATHER AT WORLD'S FAIR.
X

Indian
Cool Nights and Delightful
Summir to Be Expected at 8t Louie.
Usually the wannest month of the
of the moat
year, July proved to be one
pleasant of the World's Fair season,
the average temperature being <17 dethat made
grees, a record lower than
by either Boston. New York, PhiladelThe
phia. Cincinnati or Chicago.
weather bureau records show that the
temperatures In Ht. Louis during July
were Just between the extremes recorded at New Orleans and St. Paul,
cities located at great variance.
August in St. Louis Is a month of
cool nights, and September and Octo-

ber are the most delightful months of
the year. It Is that period known aa
Λ
-·
limiau

NUUUUtrr,

η uni

i*j«

aw*»«»e«.

uuv

birds linger tu challenge the coniltig
winter. Nowhere on the American continent is there 11 s(>ot more delightful
than the World'· Fuir city, α garden
of blooming flowers und spraying foun-

tains.
St. Louis, like all cities, experienced
several hot days during .July, but her
recorded was 93

highest temperature
degrees against W degrees registered
On
by the thermometer at Chu-ago.
the same day the mercury rose to ϋβ
of
degrees in rhlladelphla, and scores

heat prostrations were reported from
New York and Boston.
The relative humidity shows St
Louis to be about uormal. Assuming
absolutely no moisture In the atmoswetness to
phere to be zero and absolute
be 100. the relative humidities for July,
taken from the records of more than
twenty years, Boston shows 70.0. New
York 72.2. Philadelphia 08.0. Cincinnati 04.0, Chicago 00.0 and St Ix>ula
00.3. The same degree of heat In two
places, with different degrees of huwould cause it to seem the

midity.

hotter at the point of greater density.
8t. Louis may therefore rightly claim
to be a summer resort this summer,
positively one of the most comfortable
and delightful places on the map.
Prerti.
"But do you think yon can

wife?"

"Of course.

Why,

rapport

a

we've been en-

two year·."
Neglected consumption does gaged
"Well?"
not exist where Scott's Emul·
"Well, if I can buy

sion is.

Prompt use of Scott's Emul

sion checks the disease while ii
jan be checked.
Send for fra· «ample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, CbemitU,
New Yori
409-413 Pearl Street,
j dc. and tiAOf til druggiau.

I

flower* and cànfiancee for two year· and not
a wife Γ
go broke I can surely support
—Illustrated Bits.

dy for

a

*

Execpttoa,
She—True happiness Is found In pur
It
suing something, not In catching
the last
He—If you had ever pursued
thatcar at nlgbt you wouldn't say
A·

Chlcago Journal

ESTABLISHED 1833.

The

Harford

gemocrat,j

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

THE OXFORD BBABS.
THE COINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

Paris Hill.

SOUTH PARIS, ME., SEPT. 13, 1904.

BockfMd.
Wut Paris.
Chaa. Bowen U to balld in the near
Hon. Edward Payeon Brown of New
fork and Hon. N. P. Noble of Phillip·, j utnre.
Ike Shaw haa gone to the lake· to ply
(poke on the political iasues of the day,
Λ Dunham1· Hall, on Tuesday evening, 1 li* trade of taxidermy;
sept. 6th.

The hall was well filled. The

itage was very prettily arranged with
Hinting and flags by members of the
Fint Bupilct Church. Preaching every Sundav
T. P. a. Republican Club, who displayed much
at II A. M. Sunday School it lin.
ATWOOD A FORBES, C.
K. Sunday afternoon at 3. Sabbath Krenlng :aste in the work.
Rev. D. F. Nelson,
Service at 7 A r. M. Prayer Moating Tbunday
Son. P. C. Fickett, C. H. Lane, K. D.
Editer· Md Pr*prta(«r«.
evening ut 7 30. Covenant Meeting the laat
at
J Stilwell and L. M. Mann occupied seats
Friday before tbe 1st Sunday of the month
A. E. rouv.
Gkohuk M. Arwooi).
J JO r. m. All not otherwise connected are cor
The speakers were introm the stage.
OlaUy lnvlhsl.
luced with brief remarks by C. H. Lane,
Kev. J. H. Little. Paator.
Unlvenmllai
t'liurch,
Tkui* .-—(I JO a year If paid strictly In klvuM. Preachlux service every Sunday at 11 A. H.
president of the Roosevelt Club. Mr.
4 cent»·
otherwise

#2.1)0 a year.

Single copie·

All legal advertisements
AL.VK*Ti8fcMKNTe:
are given thr*·*· connective Insertions for φ1.30
contracts
per Inch In length of column. Special
made with local, traitaient and yearly advert!·
en.

Sunday School at 12 κ.

—

Mise May lias begun upon her cottage
ou the lot which she bought laat year
from the Brooke farm, south of The
Beeches. She intends to get the house
«team
Jo* ΡιωτίΜβ ·— New type, fut presses,
in this fall, and leave it till spring
closed
low
and
workmen
price·
power, experienced
Tbe cellar is now being put
to finish.
combine to male this department of our busl
ntM complete and popular.
in.
The Misses Carter gave a title party
Evente.
Thursday evening to a number of their

tfoble
η

spoke

more

Maine, giving

especially on the issue
glowing tribute to

a

Theodore Roosevelt at the close. Mr.
Browu spoke at some length, confining
tiimself to the tariff question and its

Mrs. March is in Boston after mllllMrs. Ida Shaw tends her store.
Prank Lunt of Kennebuok is the guest
>f bis brother, T. H. Lunt.
Dastine Spauiding and wife of Cape
Elizabeth are visiting relatives here. He
s a native of Buckneld and is 86 years
>f age.
Fillmore Simpson of Turner was in
He is quite smart at 8β.
»wn last week.
Horace Murch is making preparations
ίο build next year.
Mrs. Emily Morrill and daughter Alice
ire guests of R. H. Morrill.
Ad accident occurred Sunday to a
jrakeman. He was taken to Hotel Long
ind Dr. Heald was called. A foot was
Droken and other bruises.
Mrs. Clara Gardner of West Sumner is
risiting her sister, Mrs. ffm, Irish.
Nights and Sundays seems to be the
running time for freight trains on the
P. and R. F.
Thirty-eight tickets were sold for the
Empire theatre ezursion last week.
Dr. Heald and wife, Mrs. Tilton, Mrs.
Skillings and Mrs. Waldron attended the
funeral of Mrs. H. C. Munson at Turner

ι îery.

FALL OPENING!

The property of the White Mountain
North Paris.
which vu advertised In the
Frank Keen i* at work for John Bat· Paper Co.,
Democrat daring Auguit, was sold at
1 erfleld baying.
luction.at Portsmouth, Ν. H., Thursday,
Mrs. Carrie Marshall Is visiting her
in accordance with the terms of the adE.
Curtis.
W.
ι
Mrs.
Χ.
M.
the
tister,
buried
from
waa
lay and
vertisement. The sale was really little
Ε. E. Field is having bis rooms plast«rhurch Monday, Rev. F. C. Potter and
The
more than a matter of legal form.
id. Al Estes is doing the work.
lev. F. S. Barton officiating.
bidder was James R. Burnett, secreMr. Coty, who has worked for Mr. only
The Ladies' Club met with Mrs. Clark
who
American Trust,
We an· now moved into the new part of our store, making one of the
Fre- tary of the North
['buraday, and will take a abort vacation Moody, has moved to Lewiston.
was chosen for that purpose by the
We have larger
if not the very largest, store in the County.
irevioua to the annual meeting for the nont Tamlin has also moved.
reorganization committee of the com- largest,
lection of officera.
the
was 12,500,000,
His bid
the
Fair.
pany.
Of
will
visit
While here
course
all
in
stocks
Stoneham.
North
you
departments.
Qould Academy opened Tuesday with
minimum price fixed by the court, for
attendance.
a increased
Joan McAllister of West l^oveM has the real estate, situated in Maine and
Thirty-one
a little of your time and let us show you our new store and the new
us
egistered to enter tbe freshman class. jeen visiting relatives in tbis place. She New Hampshire, and 1150,000 for the give
The village schools opened Monday s quite active for a woman of her age,
property. The White Mouutain goods, even if you do not care to purchase now. Leave your bundles here
Nelson Brown of Weeks' teing 79 years old, and can walk a mile personal
Mr.
rith
Paper Co. was organized in 1902, for the
Normal
of
most
as
u
through the day.
Farmington
lills, graduate
young girls.
quickly
purpose of condueting one of the largest
Mrs. L. J. Gammon bas returned from
Ichool, as master of the grammar school.
making plant* in the country, but

BetheL
Mr. Alphooao Bartlett, who reoelved
erious injury but Friday, being thrown
own by nia runaway horses, died Son*

The corn ehop is busy, and the com is
bettor condition than it was at first

NEW GOODS

NEW 5T0RE

Paris where she has been to visit her

Saper

Department.

Dress Goods

ad not completed the construction of
its plant when it went into the hauds of
is
Ν. H. Palmer from Lovell Centre
udged.
receivers last
jffecte, giving many statistics, and a
We can show you more than two hundred pieces for dresses and waints in the
Rev. and Mrs. Israel Jordan of Fal- picking the cranberries on his bog here.
synopsis of its working from the early
have been the guests of friends He will get a large crop.
wool goods, all kinds, shades and prices.
Douth
STOMACH.
SOUR
until
the
present
iays of our country
/
he past week.
Mr. and Mrs. ffm. Gammon have gone
When the quantity of food taken is
ONE LOT of novelty goods in plaids, stripes and plain mixtures.
time, closing with a comparison of the
inches
While Ailing the tank with kerosene to Rumford to see bis brother, Zack too
or the quality too rich, sour
candidates.
large
presidential
$0.50
.........
horses
the
health.
one
of
in
wide,
wbo
is
They stomach is likely to follow, and esrom the large tank,
poor
Gammon,
Coming
ball game played by the West
The
Λ pleasant evening woe enfriends.
>elongfng to the Standard Oil Company's will also visit his sister, Mrs. W. C. pecially so if the digestion has been
ONK LOT pretty mixtures in good colors for suits and skirts, fin inches
Paris and Norway teams at Mechanic
earn took fright and received injuries Brooke, of Milton Plantation.
Sept. 37-30.—Maine State Fair, l.ewlston.
joyed.
Palls on Labor Day resulted in a score
weakened by constipation. Eat slowly wide,
.."71 ■'£
Oct 4.5, β.—Fair at Klverslde Park, Bethel.
rom which it died.
Edward L. Parris, Jr., had an ex- jf β to 4 in favor of West Paris nine.
and not too freely of easily digested
Oct. 4, 5, β—Wert Ox fori fair, Eryeburg.
motor
his
the
with
closed
about
will
be
Inn
colors
and
black.
line
of
Fine
He
Is.
Wednesday
Prospect
and
as
Was
He
plain
As
perience
Oct. 5, 8.—Oxford North fair, Anuover.
food. Masticate the food thoroughly.
Mrs. J. L. Marshall and child recently
niddle of September.
cycle that was not on the programme nor spent several days with her sister, Mrs.
between meals, and
John Adams Page celebrated bis 74th Let Ave hours elapse
auction of household
an
advertised to occur. As he waa riding Harold Gerrish, at Lisbon.
Saturday
when you feel a fullness and weight in
NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
if
a
and
a
14,
horneSunday,
Davis
August
birthday
'urniture was held at the
around the small square at good speed,
J. C. Howe is again seen about the vilthe region of the stomach after eating,
a
itead. This baa been tbe summer home reporter had interviewed him on that
dog ran in front of the cycle, causing
Liver
lage. He has been confined to his home Centre Monday.
a few of the take Chamberlain's Stomach and
New Kail Suite for Men.
of
a
view
with
than
more
thrown
was
for
getting
"Bunt"
Mrs.
Davis
day
In all lines, such as Infants' Wear, Children's Dresses and Cloaks, Indies'
of Cambridge >f Mr. and
Rev. Dr. Bicknell
general mix-up.
Fall opening.
for several weeks with rheumatism.
Tablets and the sour stomach may be
his
somewhat
events
of
and
over
protractwith
run
is
was
it
and
leading
many regrets
and stunned, the dog
A
Bargain» in Plush Robes.
Skirts, Jackets, Capes and Waists, we have larger and better lines than
sale
Shurtleff
Suits,
For
Miss Ethel Howe has returned from preached at the Baptist church Sunday, wenty years
Co.,
avoided.
by
Handsome Display of Snappy Clothing.
the ;be community see the home transferred ed life, he probably would have told him South
the motor cycle was somewhat damaged, Kennebunk where she has
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; ever before.
spent her va- Sept. 4th. An able discourse was
Parie;
The Hunting Season.
the even tdnor
had
he
that
since
The
pursued
more
serious.
<
other
10
parties.
nothing
unanimous vote.
j
cation.
Beady-to Wear Hats.
Store, Norway.
Our Children's Dresses for fall are well made and stylish, dark enough for
Saturday at "high noon," Miss Alice of his way, and nothing remarkable had Noyes Drug
Canavauex.
dog escaped with the least injury howMiss Dorothy Stevens of Portland is
Mr. and Mrs. John Sweetsir and chilever transpired during those many years,
Edwin
and
Dr.
Two Notices of Appointment.
Jhamberlin
Gehring
ever.
Senator Charles W. Fairbanks, the common, light enough to be pretty. One pretty style of cottou and wool mixture,
the guest of Mollie Cole.
Kev.
of
the
of
were
Saco,
M'c.
iren,
guests
Jackknlfe
Warranted
a sketch of his life would not be worth
Mr. and Mrs. ('handler Garland and
The little steamer owned by Fred were united in marriage at the home of
Republican candidate for vice-president, trimmed with braid, all sizes, $1.50.
uid Mrs. D. F. Nelson over Sunday.
Lost.
.he bride's parente, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. the paper on which it was written.
Mr. aud Mrs. (ieorge A. Sanders of BosLost.
has been speaking in Maine during the
Ε. H. McDuffee of Marion, Iowa, Record and Bert Tilton was visited by
Mrs.
of
a
mile
But as we were born within
Children's Coats in all si/.es, from rt months to 14 years, many kinds of good*.
Bankruptcy uutlce.
ton are at I.oren B. Merrill's for two
ubamberlin, Rev. C. N. Oleason, pastor
week.
the steam inspectors recently.
is visiting her brother, A. J. Ricker.
each other and our birthdays only twelve past
Specialty Store.
W6t)ks
Edward L. Parris, Esq., wife, daughter if tbe Congregatianal church, and Rev.
Eiderdown and Haunel in the infants' coats, zibelines and kersey in the larger one··.
Miss Delia I.ane has returned from
and
were
schoolmates
and
Israel Jordan, a former pastor, officiating. days apart,
Mrs. C. H. Wright and Professor C.
HAS SOLD A PILE OF CHAMBERSumner where she has spent several Marion and Miss Julia Brinckle, sojournLadies' Suits, Coats and Capes. This season the styles are neat and the
Therefore Roosevelt.
The congratulations and good wishes of cbums through our boyhood days, I proH. C'our.ul Wright have closed their
ers on Paris Hill, were in town Tuesday.
weeks.
LAIN'S COUGH REMEDY.
to
him
follow
to
very briefly
along
and returned
ι hoet of friends go with the young pose.to
to
a
desire
materials
seems
to
retain
Parris
pretty and serviceable. Many pretty suits in black, blue aud mixture-.
Mr.
When the people wanted coal, he got house, "Windy Ledge,"
from
Miss Georgia Marshall returned
Chamberlain's Cough
I have sold
the present time, thus keeping the editCambridge, Mass., for the winter.
souple.
Prices from $10 to 125.
theia coal ; therefore Koosevelt.
Miss Nellie, visit his birthplace.
Lewiston on Wednesday.
and
than
more
in
it
for
down.
motto
view—boil
years
or's
twenty
P.
Remedy
Swasey
The recent arrivals at White Mountain who is still at the
Friday evening, Hon. J.
Moses Brown and Wm. Morrill, of
When the people wanted an isthmian
to «ι:*.
New line of black Capes, plain, braid and fur trimmed. Prices from
hospital there, is reJohn A. Page was born in Hartford, it has given entire satisfaction. I have
a
canal; View House are:
East Buckfield went to Black Mt. for a ind Rev. C. N. Gleason addressed
to be gaining.
canal, he got them the Panama
the
ported
and
was
one
of
a pile of it and can recommend it
sold
the
on
1830,
Hall
in
14,
Odeon
August
Mrs. A. T. Forbes. Ml»· Una P. Taylor. Parle.
Also new styles in Skirt*, Waists and Wrappers.
of barrels. The horses ran away large audience
load
reClub
of
therefore Koosevelt.
ladies
the
The
Reading
Linton,
McElhiney,
Mrs. Clara
enBcnecy, Mise Lenora Beeeey,
and one issues of the election. Music was fur- seven sons of Nathaniel and Susan (Fogg) highly.—Joseph
When Great Britain and Germany
sumed their weekly meetinge Wednes- injuring both men quite badly
WatervlUe.
Ten children were born to these Iowa. You will find this remedy a good
of the horses. Mr. Brown was previous- nished by a chorus under direction of Page.
Miss
deavored to ignore the Monroe doctrine,
at
the
home
of
Mary
or
Henry Sturdevant, Wellesley Hill·, Mas·.
7th,
day, Sept.
Kooseparents, nine of whom grew to man and friend when troubled with a coughand
Prof. W. S. Wight.
Prof. C. H. lirandgent, Mrs. C. H. Grab.I
he called them down: therefore
Dana. A varied and attractive program ly ailing from a former accident.
and for a while seven of cold. It always affords quick relief
Mam.
womanhood,
Cambridge,
Pond
iteut,
at
Swan
A contemplated picnic
velt.
David if. Wing, Dr. A. C Hamlin, Μη». A. has been arranged for the year.
them attended school at the same time. is pleasant to take. For sale by Shurtleff
Newry.
wanted for the C Mr.
men were
When
Mrs. Clara Ridlon is visiting friends in by the Methodist people and Sabbath
Hamlin, Bangor.
John, as I shall now call him by way A Co., South Paris; Jones Drqg Store,
and
W.
the
Barnard,
evangelH.
dinner
Messrs.
Mrs.
W.
Jago,
and
their
rough
Cumminga
H.
Mr.
Barnard,
School was abandoned,
the village.
Spanish war, be organized
of brevity, showed unusual smartness of Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
and
Cornelia BArnard, Mr. Geo. B. Morrill, Mrs.
in
are
holding
the
After
purpose
the
lists,
Newry
Koosevelt.
at
vestry.
riders: therefore
Mr. John Dana of Westbrook, his was taken
few
Geo. B. Morrill, ChArlen W. Morrill, C. C. Mora series of meetings in a tent, which body in early boyhood, and when a
When the time came to fulfill William rill. -Stella Norton, Portland.
niece, and her husband and child, were clouds rolled"~by, with teams, hayrack,
It years in his teens no boy of his age and
nakl'ig Friends Every Duy.
for
that
have
to Cuba, he
purpose.
aid
Pari».
of
first
mentioned
Sarah
to
the
brought
Mr».
went
they
Cumiuingt»,
the guests of Mr. and Miss Dana for a etc., they
McKinley's promises
This can truthfully be said of JELL.O ICE
is hoped the novelty of tent services size could have any business with him
Miss Celia Mills of New York ia a few days.
carried the Cuban reciprocity bill;
place.
will attract people and make tbe serv- at close quarterf. Near his home was a CREAM POWDER, the new product for making
therefore Koosevelt.
The village Hag was raised on Tues- vCorn packing lias commenced.
guest at Old Brick. Miss Mills has
small mud pond abounding in lilies, and the most delicious Ice cream you ever ate; everyL. B. Spauiding and wife have return- ices interesting and beneficial.
When matters in the postal depart- been at Paris Hill several summers and day bearing the names of Roosevelt and
In
forced has made
A dozen or more young people from when old enough to use carpenter's tools thing In the packagc Nothing tastes «ο good
are Fairbanks.
a trip to Bangor, Houlton and
who
from
ed
here
friends
ment needed investigation, he
mauy
boat just hot weather. All grocers are placing It In stock.
Newry are attending Gould's Academy, he and his older brotner built a and
the investigation; therefore Koosevelt. always glad of her return.
M re. F. S. Farnum spent the past other points way beyond the eastward.
both If your grocer can't supply you send 23c. for 2
large enough for two persons,
and Bethel.
A. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. F.
When the time came to enforce John
Miss Helen Thome, who has spent the week in Boston to attend the millinery
Last Sabbath Rev. Mr. Roys preached being expert swimmers, they would row packages by mall. Four kinds: Vanilla, Chocodaughter. Miss Phyllis, of South Paris,
Sherman's anti-trust law, he enforced it; summer with her parents at Elmhurst openings.
his farewell sermon in the new church out into deep water, then plunge over- late, Strawberry and Un flavored. Address, The =
therefore Koosevelt.
Farm, left Monday for a visit to friends
Mrs. James Barrows and Mies Edith are the guests of the Misses Dean.
Ν. Y.
at
North Newry, and has returned to board, and after swimming about until Uenesee Pure Food Co., Box 2tt5, Le Roy,
unto
not
"right
return
sad
will
The
is
she
speak
necessary
When it
in Indiana, after which
report though
very
Walker of Bethel recently spent a few
is engaged in tired of the fun, they would gather a
he
where
therefore
of
so;
the
death
does
of
he
came
Norirdgewock,
Mothers.
will
Interest
This
Friday
out iu meeting"
to her studies at Oberlin College.
days with Mrs. Barrows' parents, Mr. expected B. Shaw of Hartford. She was
quantity of lilies and carry them home
teaching.
Mrs. G.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children.
Mr. and Mrs. U.C. Josselyn of Port- and Mrs. F. A. Young.
Koosevelt.
beMrs. Leon Allen of Water- to the children.
and
Mr.
Cure FeveHshness, Bad Stomach, Summer Bowel
here.
known
and
well
When there is work to be done on
land were guests at the Hubbard House
favorably
Mr. Caleb Fuller is gathering a large
John
his
All
juvenile years
Trouble», Teething Disorders, move and regulate
he
through
They
half of the whole American people,
over Sunday.
Speaking of dogs, a man living on ford are visiting at J. S. Green's. Allen
never fail.
crop of cranberries. It is estimated to
a somewhat impulsive nature, the Bowel·· and Destroy Worms. They
possessed
were accompanied by Mrs. Lucy
are
there
that
Roosevelt.
me
informs
P.
Street
Miss
Una
therefore
and
Jacob
Over 30,000testimonials. At all druggists, 25c.
does it;
Mrs. Bart
High
be over one hundred and fifty bushels.
win icmic
of Stoneham, who is quite aged to make aua ιο liiUBtrtttu luis iaul
mailed FREE. Address Allen 8. Olmthat
street.
on
Sample
twentv-two
When relations with Spain were be- Taylor gave a tea at the golf links Saturso
dogs
only
The corn factory has started up but
one incident which came very near re- sted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
anil
a journey of 22 miles by carriage.
mere are uigui îauuuo» wuuuui uugo.
coming strained, he put Dewey
day afternoon. It was well attended far the corn comes in slowly.
The summer boarders have all gone sulting in a serious accident:
the
Ask for All··»'· Foot-Ease, A Powder
his fleet where it might be wanted: uid much enjoyed. The golf teas have
Mrs. E. C. Bolles and Miss Margaret Now something ought to be done for
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plutocratic Davisee.
The town schools began Monday with large circle of friends.
in Portland Labor Day, accompanied by weeks on the road between Mexico
Old! old!
as
follows:
teachers
with
their team, after pass- Corner and Ridlonville. This labor is
her husband,
Bright birds are dying'
"Sleep, mother, sleep, with your hands on your
Jeweler end Graduate Optioian.
Sweet dowers are dying!
breast,
Village— Kelvins Green.
The railway m%il clerks of the countr
ing several weeks in their summer resi- done under the "state road" law.
$1.75 buys a large sized single green plush robe.
Frost winds are sighing!
Po>r, weary hands, they needed their rest.
Centre-Jeeale A. Chapman.
Buckfield
with
in
South
her
dence
must be an especially honest set of men
Alas' alma!"
N. W. Etbridge is having a cottage
Well have we loved yon, butUod loved you best,
North—Nellie Charte·.
$2.75 buys a heavy double green.and black plush robe.
And He has given you rest."
A recent regulation of the post office de
daughters and grandsons and daughters. built on the Stearns Purchase.
Stab City—Emily I. Cuthman.
Oxford County fair this week.
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house
has
give
Gould
partment requires
Henry
Sunday excursions to Portland are father, Edwin Lane, for a short
$3.00 to $7.00 buy· handsbme patterns in double
and a surety company is furnishing th< ! over.
time, lot tç a Mrs. Haekell from Kittery Point,
The larger part of the summer visitors
&
Newhall
The sale of the Lawrence,
sir and food may benefit who has
bonds for an annual premium of 54
robes.
Mr. have returned to the city.
Herbert E. Mason has goue to Massa- hoping country
already moved here.
rehis health, which is quite poor of late.
cents on $1000—a rate so small as to tx 1
The corn shop is running, but the corn Page Co. mill property at Shawmut
Gould has bought two lots from Fred A.
chusetts.
It
transaction.
another
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big
insignificant.
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Empty dour barrels are being called occurred last
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The crop of apples here is very large ileges
very romantic place
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will
soon
be
Barnard,
Stephen
plentiful
Apple juice
Norway, Maine.
It is reported that the post office de
OX Main St·
the young ladies aay.
Shawmut, and the price is supposed to
W. Richards, from North Dakota, Miss and quality good.
The growing crops were injured by
was
Farmers are digging potatoes, while Pearl Richards,
partment will show a deficit of about the
Mr. F. R. Tebbetts and wife of Boston be about 1300,000. The purchase
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frost
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Wantrd.
early
Tork paper company,
Bears the
others have hay to cut for several weeks
$8,000,000 for the year, and that it is "du< ,
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Mrs. A. J. Haskell has returned home
George S. T. DeCoster of Turner has been
Virgil
We carry a full line of the
deficit was the abuse of the second clasi
Hebron, Sept 7th.
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Mason is teaching
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In Bankruptcy.
of Mrs. Bonney's aunt, Mrs. E. D. Heald.
sible fora large expenditure. But rural
of
Maine.
District
are large and fair this season.
tbe
is
and his death
deeply regretted In the matter of
Miss Ethel L. Allen is visiting relatives
eut Bethel.
)
Bert Tapley of Paria is driving cream
delivery is established and is bound tc in
all who knew him."
Mass.
H. LINSCOTT. ( In Bankruptcy. 1
by
JOSEPH
Abington,
be extended until it covers practically
Farmers are picking their sweet corn oartfor M. L. Rowe while Mr. Rowe
.ailead.
of Pari·, Bankrupt. )
B. Mason and wife have gone
Maurice
works in the corn shop as night watchthe whole country. And no cause for ι
To tbe creditor· of Joieph H. Llnscott In
J. E. Richardson and family went to for the factory.
back to their home in Bangor.
To
After having been missing for a day, the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
for that
to make better
It is not
deficit oouid be looked upon with mort
Miss Fannie Holt has gone to Neponset, man.
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Wednesday.
Mies Florence Skillings is teaching tke ι
W. Piper, aged 30,
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Ready-to-wear Department.

Fortunately*

127-129 ΠΑΙΝ STREET, NORWAY, MAINE.
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New Fall Suits For Men

-·

v««..v

At

—

ΠΗΟ

WhVV·

«V

Popular Prices.
style
popular styles

unusually
reputation

HW* V

Souvenir

!

Postal Cards

surely

A view of Moore

Park, South Paris,
and the County
Buildings,
separate cards.

opened

3 cents each. 2

:

OVERCOATS and RAIN COATS
$5.00

Heavy

light

Fall Hats

Fall Ties

Fall Shirts
County

BROOKS—The

F. H. NOYES CO.,

i-

present

THE HUNTING SEASON
: :

i

1905

Register,

Suslness
Directory

Progressive

buying

buy anywhere,

for 5 cents.

1904
Maine

prettier

History

—

STATE OF MAINE.

GRENVILLEM. DONHAM

Is Almost Here.

: :

$

F. A.SHURTLEFF&CO.
2 Stores,( ÏE?"m !Maine·

SPECIALTY STORE

Do you want something pretty to

wear to

the Fair ?

Garments, Suits, Coats, Waists,
Separate Skirts, Furs, Neckwear,
Belts, Underwear and Hosiery.
Ready-to-Wear
Only. Special

L.

JVE.

Opposite Opera House,

HILLS,

L.UNT,
Main

St., Norway.

Bargains in Plush Robes!

LowestPricesinOxiordGoiiRiy.

plush

JAMES N. FAVOR,

NORWAY,

jp

CASTORIA

p-iH.

i&Ys?oUUCKEB

ihnn Baurkt
Han Atw>n
Yob Han
Baugtt
Hit lUnd Ym

—

—

Fitzu Shoes for Men

Apples

partie·

Price $3.50 and $4.00.
possible
only

stopped

goods

price.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

September^, 1**·^

celebration

i

A

....

IN OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
Manager.

I

NORWAY, MAINE.

Terribly duety for fair week.
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ïfcc O»*tord

Mrs. A. A. Farrar of Brockton, Maw
is the guest of relatives in town.

SOCTB PAWS.

I.
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"

Miss Marguerite Clifford will retur ®
to Bates College, which opens this week

;«l»Uy.Su»dMi
Sunday only

M *· *·.
»*· *

■

Miss Susie Jones of Everett, Mass., i i
in town visiting her auuts, Mrs. Wrigb t
and Mrs. Howard.

*·.1υ,:1ί
only

-κ* ·*' a *»·. » « r·
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Miss Alice J. Farrar of Boston was i
guest at C. H. Thayer's over Sunday.

1Λ>*,

t_'.>iniueiK'lng Jun*
thai**

Ο. E. Curtis and family of Kennebun
visiting their relatives in town.

are
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*·
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Mrs. il.

A. Clifford goes to August *
Tuesday as a delegate to-the Stat
W. C. T. U. convention.
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^
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»„ Sundav. preaching
x
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Co. D, N. G. S. M., arrived home fron 1
the war manœuvres at Manassas ou tin
10 o'clock train Monday morning.

ηΛίη*

t
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Milton McAlister and Wallace Clifford
Paris High School graduates, ente r
Bates College this week.

Kev. W. K.
W *.

l'.ea.i.ln^rvjvc*
>unday >«boo> li *·,
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Hour,

The

roast

corn

Saturday evening

greatly enjoyed by
frieods and the night

the

was

time of year.

Knights

wa
au«

Antonio Fernandez, who was at Mr
Park's for some time, is here at present,
and will enter Hebrou Academy with tb« »
opening of the term.

\Ym. K. Kimball Relief Corps meeting
venlngonorbelorehillmiw. Saturday evening, Sept. 17th. Officer!
Lodçe.
me^- and members are requested to be preseul
tor work aud provided with quotations,

uni

?,η·!

M

Kev. Francis K. Emslin of Littleton.
Mass., preached at the Baptist church
Sunday, Sept. 11th, and will also occupy
So. 1* MM
the pulpit again next Suuday, Sept. 1Mb.
evenlug» of eatL

l.odçe.So.
o7 each

Hleaaant Kebekah
fourth Krlilay*

an-t.
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«
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Saturday

1

great for thi >

Regular
„,rl5 Lodge,eSo. '>*·
Sx
reeuiar
vtôunt Mica
week·—Aurora
v ev nine of each
!r«t tO'l thirl Monday evening·
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What

The County Fair.

'Board for th· fair!
This year the county fair opens before
the smoke of election baa fairly cleared
away. Tuesday afternoon the bell will
call up the starters, and the infants will
come in their carriages for the first baby
show in the history of the fair.
Everything promises a good fair, and
the grounds and buildings are in first·
class shape. Under an era of prosperity
and a progressive management, the condition of the grounds has been steadily
improved, and there is not another county
fair ground in the state as well equipped
in all respects. The improvements of the
past year include nothing that is particularly shuwy, but in numerous ways a
betterment of the plant has been made.
If we are favored with good weather,
the fair will be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. In case of storm
it may be set forward, but not beyond
the present week.
On the second and third days of the
fair at G p. u. special trains will leave
South Paris going in both directions.
The list of entries for the races is the
largest for many years, and is as follows :
Class, Trul and Pace— Puree $100.
larle, ch in, R. L. Cummlng*. Soul h Parle.
iullan.br », Farrlngton A Mllllken, Méchant*
2 jo

Fall».
* merlcan Law, b β, J. F. Howland. South Pari».
Flora B., blk rn m. W. F. Hutcblneon, Llvir·
more Falls.
Bayard Wiikes, Jr, b β, Ε L. Flsber, Bethe'.
I.ella Wilkes b m, F. O. Walker, Buinfortl
Fall».
Mclavmont. bg, U.S. Hasting*,Newrv.
Rowen» Wilkes. rn ni, G. W. Geruw, Yarmouth

ville.
Dandy liai, oh *, G. W. Gerow. Yarmouthvllle
Falrv Wllkee, lirn.J. B. Boyle, Portlau·!.
Con ή le, li in, C Guy Buck. S..ulb Pari».

Tf nnl« Slide. ML. uetchell, MonuiouUi.
Hugh I'avue. M. L. Getc'eU, Moumouth.
« ;»-'·ο Uov, blk it. M tv berrv Farm, Casco.
Cberaltiix. ch g. Mt»ybe»ry Farm, Casco.
Mania. blk tu. F. IL Wilkinson,Groveton, Ν. Η.
Bol:tu<l L.. ch κ, Κ F. Krown, (iroveton, S. H.
L. W J b ir, T. Thayer, South Parle.
Nelsonlta, cli m, Bartlett, Belgrade.
Fair Xancy, b ui, Stuait, West Gray.

Miss (.aura A. Smith, princi(tal of the
has
Lewiston kindergarten,
recently
been a guest of M iss Grace Stuart fora
from May 1 to <*4.1.
is
now
Miss Stuart
visiting her
the week.
tliîrd Saturday. luring
Saturday. In in Lewiston.
ihf ;. tar. meet» every
The Epworth League will meet toand fourth Monday· of
2 .-20 Class, Trot and Pace—Puree $200.
night with Mr. W. W. Payne, and begin I)r. J<ck. b e, Ο. Γ». Tarbox. Harrlsoi.
No.
181.
I. -su.DV
Brook I.odge.
aud
Palesof
events
current
the
Mea'b-r
Bov, br g, Walter Pitman, Intervale, Ν.
study
Wednesday evenings
a ! and foûrt·.
Η.
tine. The League plans a lecture course
b g, H. R. Llehnes*. Augusta.
Fred
m.,
ii .i i:lu I.odge. So. 11. meet, every at the Methodist church during October •loe Hedge,
g g Geo. Bonuallle, Lewleton.
and November.
Bonnv N*el»on, b g. W. R. Chapman, Bethel.
Ml** Strike, b m, Chapman, Bethel.
fourth Tuu>
and
second
meet»
S
1.7.
Several of our teachers who have A. H. B., cb g, J. Β Luring. Portland.
...
η Cro-M» Hall,
So. lfc-1. | schools in Massachusetts have left for Vermont Chime·», b g, I W. Rowe, Poitland.
I.-I'arn- Council.
χ.
South Paris.
B.
*·.
at
evenings
Miss Mabel G. Bump, ch g, F. b Foirg,
their posts of duty.
-t .in·! third Monday
Orphan Wllke·». g. H. 8. Hastings. Newry.
Miss bUeita, b m, F H. Wilkinson. Groveton, Ν. H.
returns to Kockport,
Hathaway
and
vw will be orf on partridges
Lucelia Crockett goes to Maynard, and Rav H b g, Sh%w Bro»., N'ew York.
IIe'en b m. Ames, Brldgt ·η.
k next Thursday.
Miss Maud Carter to Dorchester.
Pointer Patchen, β g, Fo-e, Corni*h.
is
Muss.,
of
tir.
Keene, Fo*e, Cornish.
Beverly.
1 .,.1 Hicks
As the Democrat goes to press MonNelmab, H.iyuen, LewUton.
Hicks.
'· t-r l'ailier. B. h
day noon, the voting is progressing Llltle Glimmer, η g. Stuart. We>t Gray.
will be open briskly. The day is tine, and there is a Bingham, Wlggln, Lewlstoo.
ϋ \. yes Co.'s stores
large turnout from the north end of the
evenings of tlie fair.
,· txvi
4:40 Class, Trot—Purse $125.
indicates the largest
l»a> town. Everything
Claris, cb in. R. L Cummlngs, South Parle.
building
store
h
miner*
Γ'
vote in Paris that has been cast for American Law, b s, J. F llowland, South Parle.
,lUted iu attrac tive colors.
August, b s. Maple Grove Farm, Auburu.
years.
I.ucer.·, b », G R. Pattle, l.ewlston.
of
of
the
rst * ipper an.l entertainment
Parmacheene. ch s, F. O. Walker, Rum furl
Treasurer George R. Morton
2»th.
Fall».
heer will be lield Sept.
start
to
Co.
Paris Manufacturing
expects
Red Kim Bov.b», F. H. Wilkin ton, Groveton,
held in tor Eugland on a business trip this week.
Χ. H
ιΛ1 fuir dance will be
tbis He will sail from Boston Wednesday, on L. W. J.. Thayer, South Paris.
Wednesday evening of
the steamer Devonian of the Leyland Harry Miller."Bartlett, Belgrade
line, and will be goue a mouth or six
2:30 Class, Trot anil Pace—Purse 1200.
and
n
β! ChlMgO
M. rtch m, R. L. Cummlngs, South Parle,
of weeks.
Csail·,
are
quests
Mass..
Lester.
\\
.lullau, be. Farrington A Mllllken, Mechanic
Avertised letters in South Paris post
Falls.
»·> here.
\merlcan Law. J. F. Howlaml, South Parle,
in office Sept. 12:
•lenslca, J. M. Ridley, Oakland.
.1, :>■ Kight" spent th« ni«lit
Mrs. AnnieSuial!.
Vlaud Rates, hrtu, A 8. Bate", Monmouth.
the river,
Mrs. Ad'lle Morton.
,m imp Hannah, -up
Flora B.. blk rn m, W. S. Hutchinson, Liver
ν

u,'r

^.'^KtUef
evetiln*»

:;i·.
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on·» meet» Ur·»
ol each u.onlli. In

V-l-'tirange.
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■
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Mrs^

v

Mr». K. O. Dre».
Mise Sad!* Haven.
Miss Κ ttldean B. Kool.
Mr. Chas. A. P. Cu-hman.

,·,··:· csday uiirbt.
Vr>.

Littletield spent a few
iast week and took

inj

Igtoa

.ι.

t'uir.

>"re<l Ke;. ujl'U.

V >ungof Lincoln. Neb.,
At the regular meeting of the Ladies'
her sister. Mrs. Nelson t.. Aid of the M. E. church the fall work
Two members
weeks.
was taken up with zeal.
r .ι few
the society and it was decided to
J,.«. ke of the law school ( joined
Ϊ
of give a harvest supper at their vestry the
.,tràtf Ol Maine is the guest
In connection
1 last week in September.
Mt>. L. m. Lunt.
with the supper the ladies will present
with
"The Peak see of Pike's Peak," a most
\rthur Hall of Bucktield
hven spending a few days here pleasing and novel entertainment which
tair.
the
η kiu through
you w ill w ant to see.

.,v,

\

.·

>.

Barnes ami Miss Helen reat
last week, baviug been
iuil since the tirst of August.

ν

M e Anile entertained a tew
at
party Monday evening,
irts" was the principal diver-

.t

is taking a vacation of
from his w.rk at the creammwhile I)un Bean takes his

ilis
»■<

1·!:ι

wife left
Κ. Dunham
for a trip of a few
i) morning
Montreal and other points in

.·«

un.nl a.

ami

Mr. C. B. Berry, one of the proprietors
of Portland Creamery, paid a visit to
the Oxford County Creamery last Wednesday, and expressed pleasure that

things

are

1

the week from their cottage
sir
>w< U, where they had spent

runniug

so

satisfactorily.

The several tons of butter made here
and shipped to Portland, and there
placed. in cold storage, have been all
sold at top-notch prices, and proved to
be most excellent. An indirect result
of this of course is the ability to pay
higher prices to the farmers for their
A neat compliment was paid to
cream.
what he termed the "Yankee ingenuity"
of Mr. Davis, the superintendent of Oxford
County Creamery, when after
speaking of some of the devices recentlymade by him, declared his intention of
having similar ones made for the Portland Creamery. He reported a heavy
business at the Portland Creamery dur-

atherine Briggs, who has been
at
a
three months' vacation
turned Saturday to her duties
P.irmington.
ing the past
H. Little and family returned

M

it

Mr.

season.

KIN6

DISTRICT.

Minette, b m. E. W. Flsher. Beihel.
Leila Wilkes. b m. F. O. Walker, Rumfonl Falle.
\îclav H., oh β. Walker, Rumfonl Fall».
Fred S., b g. Fre<! Taplev, Berlin, ?! H.
Mclaymout. b g, H. S. Hastings, Newrv.
Ko went Wilkes, rn m, G. W. Gerow, Yarmouth
ville
Dandy Hal.ch g, G. W. Gerow, Yarmouthvllle.
3prague Nutwood, ch g. E. W. Hudi. Portland.
Falrv Wl'kee. b·· m, J B. Boyle. Portlan>l.
Connie, b m. C. Guy Ruck, South Pari*.
Tennl» SIMe. M. L. Getohell. Monmouth.
Mug* Pavne. Getchell, Monmouth.
Ubertus.'b if. May berry Farm. Caeco.
\rta. b in, Mayberry Farm, Caeco.
Chlek, ch g, F. H. Wilkinson. Groveton, S. H.
lack, oh g. Hayes, Cumberland Center.
Cinders, Λ mo#, Brldgton.
Pointer Patehen. Foee, Cornish.
Or. Keene, Fo*s, Cornish.
Nelsonlta. Bartlett. Belgrade.
Fair Nancy, Stuart, West Gray.
2 rî5 Class Trot ami Pace—Purse

|200.

Konny Nelson. Chapman. Beiliel.
Maud" Hates. Rate*. Monmouth.
Harry Vampire, Foster, South Parle.
Frid'S.. Ltsnnees, AugustaLeila Wilkes, Walker, Rumfonl Fall·
Alclay II., Walker, Rumfonl Falls.
Τ mmy Woo lsta. I)r. Nutting, Portlaml.
Bump, Foge. South Paris.
Orpnan Wlikes, Hastings Newry.
Rowona Wilkes, Gen>w. Yarmouth ville.
Dandy Hal, Gerow, Yarmouthvllle.
Bnrm'ah. Smith, Port'and.
Ralph H., Shaw Bros., Woodfonle.
Helen, Ames. Brldgton.
Northland Ajax Gregg, Andover.
Sounlan t Alice, Gregg, Andover.
Pointer Pati heu, Foe·, Cornlth.
Or. Koene, Foss, CornUn.
Nelsonlta, Bartlett, Belgnule.
Nelmah, Hayden, Lewlston.
Little Glimmer, Stuart, West Gray.
Class—Purse $125.
Czarls, Cumiulngs, South Paris.
Bob Nelson, Ban*tt, Barrett.
Julian, Farrlngton A Mllllken, Mechaulc Falls.
Amerlcau Law, Howland, Paris.
Edwin L„ Parker, Lovell
Flora B.. Hutchinson, Llvermore Fall·.
Htnette Fisher, Bethel.
Bayard Wilkes. Fisher.
Le l Wllkee, Walker, Rumfonl.
Parniaeheen». Walker, Rumfonl.
Fred S., Taplev, Berlin.
Alclavmont, Hastings, Newrv.
Rowena Wllkee, Gerow, YarmouthvlUe.
i»andy Hal, Gerow, Yarmouthvllle.
Falrv Wilkes, Boyle, Portland.
Connie, Ruck, Parle.
Tennle Slide, Gethell, Monmouth.
Hugh Payne, Gethell. Monmouth.
» rla. Mayberry Farm, Caeco.
Caaco Boy. Mayberry Farm.
Atlinta. Wilkinson, G rove ton.
Boland L.. Browne, Groveton.
■lack, Haves, Cumberland Center.
Harry Miller, Bartlett. Belgrade.
Nelsonlta, BartltU, Belgrade.
Fair Nancy, Stuart, West Gray.
2 Λ5

Roosevelt

Did

Kelly.

For

At Northeast Harbor, Sunday, the 4th
there were held service· in commémora
tiou of the three hundredth anniversar

NOBWAY.

Pete

and naming of tb
island of Moant Desert by Samnel d
Prebident Elliot of Hai
Cbamplain.
vard was one of the speakers.

[ Alfred Henry Lewis In "Sucre··."]
The operations at the H. F. Webb Cc
When Mr. Rooeevelt was in the Leg corn shop are in foil blast.
islature be raised the standard of revol
Road Commissioner Gilbert is doini
against the bosses; his cry was "Hon some good work on Main Street. H
:
hones
and
esty
bas constructed an excellent sidewalk οι
public right!" Among

who followed his leadership wai 1 Lynn Street.
Peter Kelly, a Democrat from Brooklyn
The scholars in the schools are look
This was a day when Willoughby stree ing forward to the opening of the school!
ruled
Brooklyn^ and honesty wai 1 with much interest. It means the em
punished with death. Peter Kelly, ai ; of a long vacation and the commence
the end of bis term, was politically ment of another school year.
The Norway Public Library Board.ο
destroyed. Then Willoughby streel
went further, and, when Peter Kellj Management have reason to congratulât*
woulc
to
no
clients
sought practice law,
the patrons of the library in securing th<
go to him. No man would dare talc< services of Miss Hortense 6. Gregg ai
-him so much as a $10 fee while he laj librarian. Mrs. Alice R. Woodsum hai
beneath the frown of Willoughby street served as librarian for nearly two yean
Days ran into week· and weeks intc in a most faithful and pleasing manner
months, and times became worse and Upon the termination of her engage
worse with Peter Kelly. Then he grew ment Saturday, Sept. 17th, Miss Gregi
ill, for it broke his heart to see his wife is to assume the duties of the position
and children starve. A priest wroU The library will be open every day ex
the first word of it to Mr. Rooeevelt, cept Sundays, Mondays and legal holi
The note ran:
days from Θα. h. to 12 m., 1 p. m. to <
"Your friend, Peter Kelly, is sick, and p. μ
and three evenings each week
on New Year's day he and his little ones Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday even
are to be turned out of their house."
ings from 7 to 8:30. It is earnestly hop
Mr. Roosevelt—he is not rich—sent ed that the new librarian will be as sue
$500. Then he went to see Peter Kelly, oessful in the discharge of her duties a*
who was very low.
the retiring one has been.
The reform forces had just wo# the
Agnes E. Sanborn, for some time one
fight for the mayoralty of Brooklyn, of the village teachers, has accepted a
Mr.
and planned a virtuous celebration.
position in the Butler school at Portland
Roosevelt was asked to make the prin- as teacher in the seventh grade. She if
cipal oration at this festival of reform. a most capable and successful teacher.
The white new mayor and the reat were
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson G. Frost of Bosthere; Mr. Roosevelt began to speak at ton, and Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Frost's
8 o'clock. He told them of Peter Kelly mother, of Maiden, are visiting in town.
—of bis illness-Hn<] of their neglect of
Mrs. Y. W. Hills, Mrs. F. E. Drake
him. Thev had left him to be slaugh- and Grace Nevers are in New York and
intered by the boss whom, for their
Boston this week attending the millinery
terest, he had defied. He was a man openings and purchasing goods for the
be
had
of courage, of purity, of brains;
season's work.
lost all, and what had they done for
The public library will be closed Wedhe
did
Mr.
Roosevelt
him?
criticised;
nesday and Thursday of the fair, the
not congratulate; he told them of their 14tli and 15th.
The large bill board erected by the
callous ingratitude to Peter Kelly, and
sent the words home like javelins. The Paris Advertising Company on the Cotgentlemen of reform became conscience- tage Street side of Beck's store has been
striken; the new mayor arose and said removed.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Rand and sons of
that on the morrow he would give Peter
Kelly a place in the law department of Weymouth, Mass., are visiting at T. H.
a
faithSawin's.
the town. The new mayor was
Mrs. G. A. Allen and Charlotte Somers
ful soul, and did his best. Mr. Roosevelt received word from him the next attended the millinery openings in New
York and Boston this week.
dav. It said:
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barker of Bath
"Peter Kelly died last night at half·
have bgen visiting her pareuts, Mr. and
past 8."
Whil* Mr. Roosevelt was telling his Mrs. Otto Schnuer. Mr. Barker returned
story. Peter Kelly was dying: he was the lirsc of the week but Mrs. Barker
shrouded and coffined when the mayor's will remain during the fair.
Gertrude 0. Gardner and Harriet E.
messenger arrived.
Cragin have returned from Prout's Neck
Maine News Notes.
where the}' have worked during the
summer at the Checkley House.
The ballot clerks at the September
Wallace E. Philoon of Auburn, who
will be: Republican, Percy II.
at
examination
the
best
Lewiston,
passed
Nevers, Alfied L. Wyman; Democratic,
last week, and so secured an appointA. L. F. Pike and Frank It. Taylor.
ment to West Point, is the captain of
Rev. Α. H. Ericsson has closed his
this fall's football eleven at Bowdoin.
with the Advent church in this
however, will not pastorate
Π is appointment,
village. Sunday was his last Sabbath.
prevent him from completing his colA. E. Stearns and H. L. Elliott of
ege course as he will not have to go to Rumford Falls were in town the first of
(Vest Point until next June.
the week.
Mi's. William Pride of Portland visited
Clarence M. Lines of Brooklyn, Ν. Y.,
farm
in
her
Green
at
tilled himself Monday
daughter, Mrs. F. S. Waldron, the
her PortPoplin plantation, where he had arrived past week. She returned to
he previous day. He used a rifle of 38 land home Wednesday.
Mark P. Smith of Cambridge, Mass., is
:alibre, firing one shot through the right I
jreast. No letters were found to indi- visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. I).
a few
cate the cause for the act. Lines was Smith, and relatives in town for
mmarried, about 35 years old, and it weeks.
State Detective and Deputy Sheriff
ras understood atrenueu α λ«« mm.
to sell
•ollege. Lines bad been stopping at Bassett is the appointed agent
nrm-raeiilnnt
hunting licenses aild sllIDCim Pond near Eustis about three weeks.
ping tags.
Elliott Scott, who was taken from
Sid Sanborn, of Lynn, Mass., is with
dockland to the Maine General Hospital his
Norway friends for a short vacation.
η
Portland some time ago, entirely
Freeland Howe left town for Upper
has
his
neck
with
broken,
and
>aralyzed
Dam Thursday morning.
>een discharged from the hospital, eured.
D. S. Sanborn, for many years chairrhe case has attracted much attention man of the board of selectmen, has acrom all quarters and required most carecepted a position as bookkeeper for the
ul treatment. The staff at the hospital firm of C. B. Cummings & Sons at Bemis.
eel elated over the successful outcome The firm do an extensive business at
>f their treatment. Scott was thrown that
place.
rom a wagon at Vinalhaven some weeks
J. F. Bolster is repairing and painting
igo striking on top of his head and sus-_ the buildings he recently purchased of
ained practically a broken neck, having Mrs. Gibbs. They are situated on Beal
wsen partially paralyzed for several days. and Mareton Streets.
Cassie McCurdie of Norway and Lewis
A Large Enterprise.
F. Ward of Sebago were married at the
Baptist parsonage, by Rev. Mr. Cotton,
Mrs. Ward has, for
ro Μ Α Κ Κ A BIO LAKE AT THE HEAD Sunday afternoon.
sometime, been at work at the Kim
WATERS OK THE M AO AI.LOW AY.
House and Mr. Ward is employed by the
They will
Paris Manufacturing Co.
of
the
Prof. Harold S. Board man
make their home at South Paris.
of
fifcrew
a
University of Maine, with
The friends and relatives were informteen men, has been engaged in making a ed of the collison between the troop
above
survey of the Magalloway valley
trains at Kingston, Ν. Y., Sunday by
Aziscohos Falls for the geodetic depart- telegrams. They were also advised that
ment of the United States government, no one was injured by the accident.'
bo see how large a water storage basin in
Grand Representative Alfred S. Kimthe valley would make. With a dam ball started for San Francisco, Cal.,
made at Aziscohos falls about 500 feet Wednesday morning, where he will atlong and 20 feet high it is estimated that tend the Sovereign Grand Lodge of Odd
it would flow the Magalloway River Fellows Sept. 19th. He will be gone
back 20 miles and make a lake larger from three to four weeks.
than any in the Rangele.v chain of lakes.
Hon. Joseph H. Porter of Osbkoeh,
This new lake is being talked up with Wisconsin, has visited his sister, Mrs. S.
atthe
great interest, and is receiving
I. Millett. He. is a brother of Frank
tention of several prominent men. The Porter of Paris. Mr. Porter visited NorLewisof
Power
with
Union Water
Company
way four years ago for a few weeks
ton is much interested in the matter, it his
people.
is stated, and ie doing everything in its
have
Whitman
Mr. and Mrs. Verne M.
mean a
power to further It. It will
moved to Peterborough, Ν. H., where
is
carthis
if
that
section
deal
to
as
has a
great

of

i:

—

■>

«

the

discovery

men

same

Born.
Pari·, Sept. 11, to the wife of Scott O.Colbj
(George Albert )
Parts, Sept. 12, to (be wife of June· Ρ
Thomas, a ion.
In North Albany, Aug. 29, to the wife o:
Herman Brown, a aon.
In Norway, λακ- 30, to the wife of Am Ε
Swift, a (laughter—Ruth Kvelyn.
lu Norway, Sept. 3, to the wife of Herbert C
McAllaeter. a aon.
In Brownlield, Sept. 4, to tbe wife of Car:
Hlake, a son.
In Eaat Brownlield, Sept β, to the wife ol
loeeph Clement, a daughter.
In

No blade

edge.

high, broad, athletic
shoulders, the new lapels

cents.

and

can

pitcher

β

year

or more.

Ready

-

3aris

8i°T"

Ù&rffâzùÛ

On

bon, Etc.

Also souvenir postal cards
and on aluminum pin trays,

I.

blotters, etc.

j

;

;

t-|

Bolster L Co.,

Dayton

Marmot

80

Square,
MAIN" El.

PARIS,

IOUTH

Quality and Style.

There cin be

style.

style

without

and

quality

quality

without

We have them both combined in the

Douglas $3 and 3.50
Goodyear Welt Shoes

W. L.

For Men.

They

nails,

a

have

a

smootl^innerfsole,

free from tacks,

and will not irritate the feet.

large

We have

just

wax

or

received

invoice of them made of

Box].Calf, Valour, Kan-

*

garoo, Kid, and Patent

vwrnv.

promptly

China.

Mugs, Cups, Plates, Bon-

*·

~

High School

Grerman

"~

expenditure

MAINE.

Souvenir Novelties

MAINE.

/f

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

MRS. E.'A. HOWE,
Bears the

Our fall neckwear is full of
tasteful patterns. All the new
shapes, 20c. and 5Uc.

the First Two Even

B.

H.

WHICH WE WILL BE PLEASED TO HAVE
YOU SEE AT

CASTORIA forInfants ind Children.
Tto Kind You Han Always Bought

New effects and colore in
cuffs like shirt,

ings of the Fair.

Veils and Novelties,

SOUTH PARIS,

by Hathaway

Co., 91·

soft shirts,
for 50c.

$5. to $20.

Salary

to Wear Hats,

Ar

You will find them here from

Good references required.
markable cures of both acute and liberal.
chronic cases of catarrh by Hyomei.
Call at the farm, or address me by
The complete Hyomei outfit costs #1," letter directed to South Paris, Me.,
and comprises an inhaler, a bottle of
R. F. D. No. 2.
Hyomei and a dropper. The inhaler,
GEO. O. ROBINSON.
will last a lifetime: and additional bottles of Hyomei can be obtained for 50c.
August 30, 1904.

-

20c. to S1..VJ.

Fall patterns in woven chev-

Winter overcoat* come in a
wide range of desirable fabrics.

Opened

goods.

iot shirts made

effects up to $20.

^

HAVING JUST RETURNED FROM
BOSTON, HAVE A LARGE LINE OF

desirable

Hart, Schaffner & Marx suits
and nobby Scotch

A married man of good habit·,
and trustworthy, to do the
work on my farm in East Oxford,
a

weights,

and tbi-

in black

capable

Hyomei they sell, that it will effect a
or they will return the
money.
for
They have had scores of reports of re- Maine,

In both medium and heavy
cotton and wool, all

worsted,

clay worsteds,

Fancy woretede in new
stripes and plaids in all the
lateet colore, *7.*>0 to 315.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointe·! administrator with the will
I
annexed of the estate of
PATTY WESTWt >RTH, late of Brownlleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, anil given :
bonds as the law directs. All persons having i
demands against the estate of said deceased are ;
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- >
inent Immediately.
ARTHUR MERRILL.
Aug. 16th, 11404.

of

i

Underwear.

bets. single and double breasted, *7.30 to $18.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
BENJAH1S r. VIRGIN, JR., late of Mexico,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
GEORGE W. BROWN.
Aug. 16th, 1904.

Wanted.

unfinished

Black
black

South Paris, Me.

cure

ν

Clothing Section.

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,

membrane.
F. A. ShurtlefT «fc Co.t one of the most
reliable firms in Taris, are giving their
personal guarantee with every package

our new

coats.

Will cost you 50
tumblers to match.
cents at other stores.

cous

in all of

in one of

prettiest styles with

this season's

shoulders

concave

are

be better.

Water Sets 35 cents,

Ilalf gallon glass

BREATHING ΠΥΟ.ΜΕΙ.
Ask any physician if catarrh is a blood
disease and he will tell you that it is a
diseased condition of the mucous membrane and that it cannot be cured by
blood purifient, pills, tablets, or other
forms of stomach dosing. The only sensible and scientific way of curing catarrh
by the use of Hyomei.
Breathed for a few minutes, four or
five times a day, through a hard rubber
inhaler that is so small that it can be
carried in tbe vest pocket, Ilyomei will
absolutely destroy all catarrhal germs
and cure the disease. Catarrh can never
It has a
exist where Ilyomei is used.
two-fold action, destroying the disease
and
lungs, and
germs in the air passages
soothing and healing the intiaraed mu-

[election

All the newest cuts obtainable are here. The

Warranted Jackknife 10c.

BY

IS

the low prices you want.

3-inch rosewood handle with one blade
forged from very best steel and ground

Stomach Dosing will not Cure
CATAKRH

rial, the style, the fit, and

Sept. 12, 13, 16.

to razor

to

ning over with new autumn goods. The mate-

MONDAY,
TUESDAY,

In Sou'h Pari*, Sept. 9, Ralph Vernon, ton of
Mr. an·; Mr·. Cyr·"· P. Campbell,aged 3 month*,
25 days.
In'Bethel, Sent. 4, Alphonso llartlett.
In Hebron, Sept. 10, Joseph Hlbbn. aged (ft
year*. 7 month·. (Funeral Tues-lay at 2 v. si.}
In Rumford Fall·, Sept. 3, Ralph Reed, age<l
24 year·.
in Sumner, Sept. C, Miss Marcella Heald.
In Hartford, Sept., Μη». Adelbert II. Alley.
In Hartford, Sept., Mrs. Burton Shaw.
In Norway, Sept. 3, Samuel Foater, aged Ά
year*, 7 month·, ti day·.

place

needs. This store is run-

Reader.)

Prices, 10,20,30

get what

to

satisfy your clothing

New Hall, South Paris,
Three Nights,

Died.

TO 'CURE

and Mind

place

you want. The

CANAVÂUEX,

In South Waterfonl, Sept. 7, by Rev. T. S
Perry, Mr. George Henry Rice and MIm Helei
France· Hamlin, both of Waterfonl.
In Bethel, Sept. 10, by Rev. C. N. t>lea*on
itMlited br Rev. Israel Jordan, Or. Edwin Gehr
In» and M lu Alice Chamberlln.
In Lewleton, Sept. 5, by Rev. Fr. Wallace, Mr
Oanlel Crewley of Lewlston and MIm Jennie
I>\nlele of Oxford.
In Norway, Sept. C, l»v Rev. C F. Angell, Mr,
Banjamln Tucker ami M re. Ellen M. Mansion,
both of Norway.
In « aterford, 8ept. 4, by Rev. T. S. Perry,
Mr. Jamee Brown of Waterford and Mr»
Martha Ε McNeil of Tamwurth, Ν. H.
In Norway, Sept. 4, by Rev. E. S. Cotton, Mr.
Lewie. F. ward of Sebago and MIm Caeele Me
Curdle of Norway.
In Norway, Sept. 4, by Rev. E. S. Cotton, Mr
Jaa. E. McKay of Norway anil Mies Grace Tyran
of Lynn, Maes.

ONLY WAY

the

COMING !

(Hypnotist

Clothing Store is

This

Norway.

Married.
I

SNAPPY CLOTHING.

DEMOCRAT OFFICE,
South Paria.
ΖιΟβΦ.

Id

I

to

Display of

Handsome

Between South Paris and Buck field,
Finder will
a gentleman's mackintosh.
please return same to
M. L. KIMBALL,

s eon

Carroll King has bought a new horse
wc.-Icn or more.
of Jonas Edwards of Auburn.
held their
J. ij. Allen has sold his farm to
unty commissioners
days Sumner L. Stone.
September term of three
ist week, but did little besides
I
The Educational Meeting.
.<· busiuess.
r
As announced last week, an educationand mind
ivauex, the hypnotist
al mass meeting at Norway Friday evenw
be at New Hall three nights
ing, Sept. 10, will be addressed by Govweek. Monday. Tuesday and Thurs·;.
ernor Aycock and Judge Winston of
cents.
30
and
20
1'rices,
10,
<la;.
Mr. Whitman
position principal
North Carolina, who will speak on "The
ried out.
Mrs. value of the
of the high school. The school is some<■
_-«· Jones and daughter.
public school and the duty
what larger than the Norway High and
11am, with Miss Mildred and of each citizen in making it more effiHeight of Oxford County Mountains. has a salary attached of several hundred
M
Hal ph. Of Yarmouth, spent a few cient."
Editor Democrat :
dollars more.
« th
Governor Aycock was the leading lawrelatives and friends in town
was elected to
I have seen in print lately that SpeckThe Norway Home for Aged Women
la%; week.
yer of his state before he
in
the
in
led
has
Mt.
led
lie
of Oxford Co. has lately received from
Stoneham,
(approximate
his present position,
I
from
returned
has
V
Κ A. Ilowe
height 3200 feet) is the highest mountain the Snowbound Literary Club of West
tight for better school buildings, more
2 Ti7 Class Trot—Puree #200.
with all the latest styles, and is
in Oxford County.
Though we have Sumner, $5.25, and 310 from the Congreefficient teachers, more money for school
and
hats,
forfait
orders
Parle.
to
take
reu
none very high, still those over 3000 gational Parish Circle of Waterford. The
and equal school privileges for Czarts, Cummlugs,
Bob Nelson, Barrett, Barrett.
ill sell you the pretty things she purposes
I give the managers of the Home gratefully acfeet are quite common.
whites and blacks. He has had to meet American Law, Howland. Paris
has purchased.
of a few and would like to have knowledge this timely aid, and hope
height
tierce opposition and discouraging in- Mlee Strike, Chapman, Bethel.
August, Maplo Grove Farm, Auburn.
Bome one complete the list or correct that the societies of other towns will
!
ladies of the Congregational difference. He has won the battle and Lucero,
Pattee, Lewlston.
Mt. show their interest in as substantial a
*
l ave been busy for several days is kuown all over the country as the Boyntoo. Rounallle. Lewlston.
any mistakes in my figures. Long
is 8081; Aziscohos (Magallo- way, and co-operate for the benefit of
and making preparations for "Educational Governor" of the Union. Htnette. Fisher, Bethel.
(Andover)
Rumfonl Falls.
at the fair, He gives the most of bis time to pro- , Ale lay H., Walker,
way,) is 3400; Blue Mt., (Byron) 3000; this Oxford County institution.
'4 their eating booth
Chick, Wilkinson, Groveton.
The Septeiffter term of the municipal
Saddleback
(or Bald Pate), Grafton,
wili feed a lot of people there this moting the school interests of his state. Harry Miller, Bartlett, Belgrade.
3900; Speckled Mt. (Grafton) 4100. I court was held by Judge Davis Tuesday.
werk.
He is descended from one of the oldest
Free for All, Trot and Pace—Puree $250.
think the last (once named for Governor Several new entries and a few old cases
North Carolina, and is
families in
'feasor Carl Jean Tolman, who has
Dr. Jack, Tarbox, Harri-on.
Lincoln and later for James G. Blaine) disposed of by the attending attorneys.
possessed of tine breeding and culture. Rex Wilkes, Ridley, Oakland.
r some years located in Lewiston
is without doubt our highest.
Saturday, James Gilligan was before
He is an orator of the best Southern Sam Telmo, Stone, Lovell.
i·
ug music, has changed his headW. H. Jknne.
voice Maud Bat-s, Bates. Monmouth.
the court again. This time for resisting
tine
a
has
figure,
pleasing
He will have type,
ers
to Portland.
Joe Ue<li!e. Bonnallie, Lewlston.
the officers. He was found guilty and
and most attractive personality. Our
•
Bonny Nelson, Chapman, Bethel.
πι the Y. M. C. A. building there,
sentenced to sixty days in jail, which
will have the opportunity of a Commodore l>ewey, Lorlng, Portland.
at
In
the
Races
Bridgton.
people
classes
will undoubtedly have large
sentence was suspended on condition
lifetime to see aud hear one of the great Yermont Chimes, Rowe, Portland.
of pupils.
At the Bridgton fair last week several that
South Parle.
Gilligan leave the state at once.
men not only of the South, but of the Bump, Fogg,
Portland.
enterwere
Nutwood,
Hunt,
homes from Oxford County
This he agreed to do Sunday morning
Gov. Aycock is des- Surague
Κ Morse read Saturday at the field whole country.
Helen, Amee, Brldgton.
In the gentlemen1»
ed in the races.
on the excursion train, for Boston.
B. Nelson. Gregg, Andover.
meeting of the grange iu Washing- tined to till a still larger place in the Joe
I Ittle Glimmer, Stuart, West Gray.
driving class Bob Nelson, owned by F.
L. M. Lunt & Co. have opened a very
He left near future.
1
'i.nty, at Columbia Kalis.
Lewlston.
awarded
first,
was
Genevlve, Wtggln,
L. Barrett of Sumner,
attractive store at the Abbott Building,
Judge Winston, who also will speak,
Friday morning, and arrived home
of
Buck
owned
and Frisco,
by Guy
N
mie opening was well attended by the
His grandson. Master is one of the brainy, brilliant and witty
lay night.
The Oxford County Fair Grounds. South Paris, third. In the oat race townspeople, an 1 the business outlook
'· !■
Andrews, accompanied him on men of his section. He is often spoken
Bob Nelson won
was also third.
Frisco
for the tirm is excellent.
:Jii journey, ami saw considerable of as the peer of the famous Henry
first money in the three-year-old clase.
l!r»dt.
No more fascinating speaker CAPACITY KOR HANDLING A ΒΙΘ KX"f the world.
owned
by Guy IN PRAISE OF CHAMBERLAIN'S
In the 2:30 class, Connie,
It will be a great
ever visited our state.
Ι.Α11ΚΓ.
η
Λ .11»
until
W rk at the c<>rn factory bas gone
Buck, was second and third in the first
DIARtreat to listen to him.
\
COLIC, CHOLERA AND
of
in the
distanced
oq
account
was
but
two heats,
ia' or slowly so far, as
»
«rt/r» A
nwuunv
These distinguished North Carolinians
IUlU<n
backis
:
corn
the
third.
1<1 weather
very
receive such a welcome as will Editor Democrat:
Theie are still siloed
wu I about maturing.
In a made race on Thursday, Guy
"Allow me to give you a few words in
1 wish to state through the Democrat
them that Maine is to become
come cooviuce
to
of
corn
e
Buck's two horses, Connie and Frisco, praise of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
very pretty pieces
for the warmth aud gracious- a word in regard to tbe Oxford County
noted
as
first and I)iarrb<ua Remedy," says Mr. John
m
nul .liter the fair it may be expected
and the accommo- were eecond and third respectively,
ut-s-s of her hospitality as she has been Agricultural Society
.»!·■!.„ fast. None of the corn haa been
money being won by Homer Wilkes, Uamlett, of Eagle Pass, Texas. "I sufwork in educational dations it has for the people.
her
for
famous
hat!
owned by C. B. Kneeland.
fered one week with bowel trouble and
m. red b> the slight frosts we have
We have ample ground*, well located
tields.
a» yet.
took all kinds of medicine without getand
The Norway meeting will be held ii between the villages of South Paris
Mr. C.
ting any relief, when my friend,
Examination for West Point.
M -s Bessie C. Kipley gave a party the Congregational church, beginning a< Norway, with electric cars running past
a merchant here, advised me to
We
minutes.
Johnson,
fifteen
her
of
the
every
home
gate
Τ :4*< Friday evening.
There will be a competitive examinaSaturday evening at the
After taking one
take this remedy.
have a nice exhibition hall, with offices tion for the
u rami parents, Mr. ami Mrs. A. C. Hall,
appointment of a cadet to dose I felt greatly relieved and when I
large
addition
connected,
were
dining
in
at which
twelve young people
the United States
Military Academy had taken the third dose was entirely
Oxford Pomona Orange.
rooms, amply furnished and fitted to
Second District of Maine bepresent. Progressive games were playlirst Tuesday in October care for and feed a large crowd, a grand from the
cured. I thank you from the bottom ol
Time,
<<i au'l the lirst prize was wou by Miss
a
committee
consisting of Hon. M.
Crooked Hiver Grange, Bolster') stand 300 feet long, with a, seating fore
ray heart for putting this great remedy
Annie Jenne and the booby prize by Place,
Prof.
William
of
Lewiston,
C. Wedgwood
For sale b\
for three thousand people, a T. Foster of Brunewiek and Prof. W. G. in the hands of mankind/'
were Mills.
Refreshments
John McArdle.
capacity
South Taris; Jonei
ΓΚΟΟΚΛΜΜΚ.
nice judges' stand, and one of the beet Mallett of Farmington at the office of Shurtleff & Co.,
M-rved during the evening. Miss Ripley
Store
opening r:m/e In Stli degree.
half mile tracks in the state. There has Hon. M. C. Wedgwood in Lewiston, at £ Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes Drug
i> to leave next week for her home in
Routine t>u-toee-«on the track
Norway.
been a large
October
Oklahoma.
m.
a.
5tU
11th,
o'clock
degree.
Tuesday,
CouferrlDg
this year, which has made it one of the 1904.
intermlecdou.
"There were seven of us Vaughai
on account of the absence of some
best tracks there is. We have covered
P. M.
the highest brothers in the war, and I'd like to see
The candidate getting
members of the band, last Wednesday
care for 223 neat stock
will
that
stalls
record in the examination will receive any family that could beat that," sait
M ucic by choir.
evening'» concert was postponed till Friand tie-ups in the shade for 228 cattle In the
Reading t>y Crooked Hirer Grauge.
appointment and alternates will be Edward Ν. T. Vaughan of Nobleboro, tc
Although the evening Song by SUter Mabel Lowell.
<iay evening.
addition. We have thirty covered pens selected in the order of their record.
other day
a Boston Journal reporter the
The
w.t* cool, the usual crowd wan out.
Reading. 1'arte Grange.
box
84
and
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and
roomy
for sheep
lie is one of the veterans who likes Bus
Song by Frederick Ruble G range.
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to
desire
We
programme given was:
horses.
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for
of
Grauge.
give
stalls
Paper bv Bru. Moultou
ton so well that he is staying behind for s
Appointments by the Governor.
...Hol/tnan
1 rude snimiiy March,.
Sojg by Sl»ter Ma Kimball, Norway Grange
public some idea of the arrangements
few weeks, although the encampment ii
I tie raU of Jericho ;>le«riuUve overture),
made
Gov
Reading, 31»ler Λ lice Ham'lo, Bear Mt Grangi
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of
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week are the following:
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J. C. Heed
American
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room.
plac
of
people
best Interest
world should do tardy justice to a familj
P. BucakxtHl
*■ Λ HudUuk .Scene vle~ riptive).
Member board of legal ex»miners, Matthew
railroad* and other Interests under governmen 1
There will be a band concert each day
of soldiers. There are five of the eevet
Polly Prim, characteristic inarch and two control. Opened by Brother J. D. Howe.
of entries for trotting Laughllu, Bangor.
list
beet
the
and
8. κ. Henry
Music by Crooked River Grange.
Member railroad commission, Β. K. Cbad
-tep,
veterans still living: Weston C., of Matta
ever been received.
S. E. Jackson, Sec'y.
By the t\ iter melon Vine, schoUleck·,
bourne, BI1»ieford.
purses that has
poieett, Francis H., of Moosehead Lakeο
Thos. S. Allen
Bank examiner. F. E. Tlmberlake, Phillips.
The hall exhibit will be larger than
Sous*
7. lack Tar Mart li
Id practice ο f Berez W., of Brockton, Leander Μ.,
examiners
board
of
Members
will
Five or six granges
>Ur S^an^le.! Banner
and Edward Ν. H.
A paragraph that is going the round β ever before.
Uentl'try, F. O. Sawyer, Skowbegan; L. S. Chi) Chiltonviile, Mass.,
*
β exhibit the products of tbe farm and coU, Bangor.
states that an honest Rockland waitra
of Nobleboro.
will
^
At the regular meeting of Wm. Κ
,
exhibit
hall
of
the
the
Oharle
for
and
cruelty,
prevention
Agent
a reward of 950 for returoin ; their industry,
Κ tnball I'oet on Saturday evening, Sept. received
manufactures, F. Boober, Norway.
which "an actress" had car< <· also include many other
the
rings
EMERGENCY MEDICINES.
'Ι, Comrade Freeiaiid V· Andrews, for
be well filled with fruit
left on a wash stand. It looks a s The ball will
THE RENEWAL· A STRAIN.
merly a member of Co. B, •i'Jd Main* lessly
It is a great convenience to have a
actress had failed to get tb e and other products.
said
the
if
Hegiment, presented to the post a tin* intended advertising which the mentio a
1 give you this letter no the public
Vacation is over. Again the schoo I hand reliable remedies for use in case
life size portrait of Gen. Win. K.Kim
there are bell rings at morning and at noon, agaii ι of accident and for slight injuries am
may felly understand that
name would nave given her.
her
of
(•all, who was the colonel of the 12ti
ample ground# and good entertainment. with tens of thousands the hardest kini I ailments. A good liniment and one tha
Maine Regiment in
and as the pos
We are anxious to have this the beet of work has begun, the renewal ο I is faat becoming a favorite if nota house
Taxes.
Advertise
Will
thii
bears the name of Col. Kimball,
fair the society has ever had. The whieh is a mental and physical strain t > hold necessity is Chamberlain's Pai I
Par
of
town
in
the
likenew
1W3
for
to a cul
Taxes
painting, which is a very exact
trustees have labored hard to make it a all except the most ragged. The littl » Balm. By applying it
<>f the late Col. Kimball, will begreatl]
will be advertised about Oct. 15th.
success in every respeet, if the weather girl that a few day· ago had roses in he r bruise or burn it allays the pain an
Alfred H. Jac kson, Collector.
prized by the members of the poet, ai
is pleasant.
cheeks, and the little boy whose lip i causes the injury to heal in about onea
several of them were formerfy in hii
W. J. Whkki.cu, President
third the time usually required, and
were then so red von would have Insist
regiment. This kindly act on the par
the Ideal Square S te* η
ed that they had been "kissed by straw it is an antiseptic it prevents any dange
tried
Have
you
• f
Balm I
('ouirade Andrews was highly appre
When troubled with constipation trj berries," have already lost something a f of blood poisoning. Wh-n Pain
Just drop a card to H. Barroi
elated by every member of the poet, am Cooker?
at hand a strain may be treated In
and he will call *s demo ** Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab the appearance of health. Now Is
kept
Me.,
Norway,
which insure
immediately a hearty ami unanimou strator.
lets. They are easy to take and product time when children should be given % fore inflammation sets in,
vote of thanks was extended to him fo
For sale by Shurtle ï
no griping or other unpleasant effect tonic, which may avert much seriou ι a quick recovery.
his labor of love in behalf of the post
Stor<
sui te For sale by Shurtleff A Co., South Paris trouble, and we know of no other s } A Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
Nut browns are the fad in men's
indicating thereby hi· feeling of goo<
■ Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
as
Hood1
to
be
recommended
[.
Drug
1
Oxford;
Noyes
F.
Jones
Store,
ours.
Drag
highly
and see
comradeship towards its member* this fall. Call
Sarsaparilla, which strengthens th Β
Store, Norway.
Voted that this kind deed of Comrad
Noyea Co.
nerves, perfects digestion and. assimlli
Time to begin to think about yoi r
Andrews be entered upon the pages c
I
Roosevelt or Parker tiaa and watcl tion, and aids mental development b f winter suit or overcoat See F.
our post records.
Fall stries, hats and caps. New oec
building up the whole system.
lob· for sale at F. H. Noyes Co.
Nojree Co.'β new onee before jou bay.
F. H. Noyee Co.
H. N. Bolstju, Adjutant.
wear and shirts.
.it 1 !

Between Welcbville tod Paris Hill, a
small, light brown leather bag containing a few articles and a little money.
Finder will be rewarded by returning

Corona Leatfiers

MARY Ε. MflLKINS

In both Blucher and lace

famous authors in a fascinating love
Appears next in our list of
romauce of colonial times entitled

The Heart's

line to select from.

helps

to

sustain the interest.

piece of literature and is deserving
popularity.—Memphis Commercial-Appeal.

thonAighly

fine

A Most

of the widest

Delightful Story

very desirable

Furnisher.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

ing

CASTORIA Fer Inftnts and Children.
fta Kind You Dava Afwaja Bought

a

Telephone 106-3.

thereby provMiss Wilkins has written a most delightful story,
Times.
the versatility of her genius.—Richmond (Va. )

THE HEART'S HIGHWAY IN THIS PAPER
DON'T MISS IT

This is
them.

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

writer without
You would read a story by this distinguished
be interested in
would
but
you
perhaps
having it recommended,
what the critics say about "The Heart's Highway."

Fine Piece of Literature
is a very pretty one
The love story in "The Heart's Highway"
it which
and there is a perplexing mystery running through
"The Heart's Highway" is a

Call and

see

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Highway

styles.

CAR
or

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS A SPECIALTY.

Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

Bears the

BimZiXN AND QOHTTAM,

N. S.

W. Walker à Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,

LIME, CEMENT
—ALSO-

Cernait sidewalks made in 18 :>nd
for $1.00 per square
24 inch squares
Cements
steps made to order.
yard.
South Paris, Maine.

\

Hi· opened the <loor of auoceie to hundred* of ambitious young.men and women. It la
the largeat commercial college In Maine, and well known everywhere m the leader la
buatneaa education. It la endorsed by leading businesa men and educators. Haa a large
Is conceded
faculty of specialists. &nd maintains abroad cours· of atody. The equipmentwork
of aay
by buslneaa college men to be the finest and best adapted for commercial
waa
similar school In the state, as the third floor of the building In the accompanying cut
with
a
lato
to
spleadld
ambitious
pealtloa,
If
are
paying
get
you
made especlaUy for us.
to
for rapid promotion, writ* for our catalogue. Address all communIcaUons

opportunities

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, UwttM, laiae.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

to

close

out odd

patterns andj clean

1

the battles of
life with the
heavy burdens

\

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

kidney ills.
The constantly
of

aching back
The weariness—Distressing urinto
ary disorder»—All yield quickly

—

BO YEARS'

experience

Patents

SBlPTriaaglc.
1 Rural. 2. Junction. 3. A perpendicular line from one end of an arc to the
diameter drawn through the other end.
4. One of the extremities of the foot.
Wo.

6. A

Dcsions
Copyrights Ac.

Anyone sendln* a sketch and description may
uutcklY iis»«frtain »>ur opinion free whether au
Communion
ik ν oil 11< ·μ ta probably patentable.
tton·strictly conttiientlaL Hiuidtxofcon Patent*
•eut free. Oldest acency for secuπu* patenta.
Patents talien tbr*»utfh Munu λ lo. recelvt
tp^ckU notw% without charge. In tbe

Scientific Hmcrlcan.

Larrwt etr·

à handsomely illustrated weekly.

&Co.3e,Broa<h-yNew York
MUNN
Bimocb Offlce. ι» Κ St, Waahtiwtoo. D. C.

No. 232.—Pic«ore Pnule.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

relief from Billousnesa,
Sick Headache. Torpid Liver. Jaundice. Dizziness, and all troubles aris-

^

^

THE FAMOUS LITTLE FILLS.

For

The iiuine of a bird Is
the picture.

deck on

4. Game abounded in the forest's
shade ere the woods were cut away.
No.

;
There la room for an earnest
or I would not
It has need of
."
1 am here to strengthen the

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC

BLOCK,
NORWAY

Γal «phone Connection.

Picture Frames
Mats, Mirrors

in

Tuesday

Office

to 4 P. M.

258.—Decapitation·.
Behead repentance and have the less-

Teeleil Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any Η. K. Station from Pown^l to Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PENLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.·
May 30, 1904.
1

hall
and-

Elegant George Washington
clock, fine banjo clock, brass
irons and canopy-top bed.

Turner, Me.

1,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

glasses
importance of
wearing only those that are perfectly
Every person who

wears

should consider the

to their EYES.

New and SecondHand Pianos
at the lowest prices ever heard of. I
have one square piauo in good condition
for which no reasonable offer will be refused.
ΒΤβΤΕΓΙ,

Manufacturers' Agent,

niSFIT GLASSES.

Self-fitted

adapted
or improperly Htted glasses are generally worse than none at all. Many
EYES are injured by wearing such
glasses. If your EYES tire, blur,

SOUTH PARIS,

BOX 144,

MAINE.

1-^—

AUUUU tUUK INM5I5
ON GETTING

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

60m MEM M

water, ache, or are intlamed, have

them attended to.
ty of scientific

I make a

optical

special-

work.

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

PRACTICAL OPTICIAN,
South Paris.
6 Pleasant St.,

Auction Sale!
The desirable residence
on Paris Hill, formerly oc-

cupied by George L. Hellen,

a 2^ story house, ell and wood
shed in good repair, well located in
the village, will be sold at auction on

being

Saturday, Sept. 17,
10:30

o'clock, Α. Π.

Paris Hill is a fine summer resort,
with pure spring water,
which is taken by this house, and is
only three miles from the Grand
Trunk Railroad.
This is a rare opportunity for one
to obtain a desirable residence.

supplied

JAMES S.

it

m

7@T

!· an Illustrated booklet, just out, deecrlb
tax 130 big bargain· In New England's Mon
It wlU be mailed FREE.
ey Making rarm·
▲ few oc ea«y terms with stock, tool* an<l
growing crop· Included to settle esta le-i

quickly.

If you want a quick sale write us for our
FKKK description blanks.
We -euulre bo payment In advance.
We use our own money to advertise your

"SSL.

«ου sale» In Maine alone, sin**
laul to me· from 30 stale· Ν our guarantee to
you tkat our method· are right.
D. M. French, Norway; W7 O. Frothingham,South Part·; E.G. Allen, Hlram; Local

Agents.

E. A. STROUT,

MM ilsiws W., Blew Tsrk

Cttjr, *r
tt isasat Teasple, Β·Μ«·, Msm., wr
■eat'· Hill, «Mas.

Mixed

Mathematics.

Master (setting a problem)—If one
camera can take a portrait in six seconds. how many cameras will be required to take the same portrait In
three-fifths of a second?—Pick-Me-Up.
Klihlof For Flacher.
fishy old fisher named Fischer
fished fish from the edge of a Assure.
Λ cod. with a grin.
Pulled the fisherman In.
Mow they're fishing the tissure for Fischer.
—Cincinnati Tribune.
A

XprakinK Term·.
8he—Did you kuow Mr. Raymond's
wife?
He—Not to speak of. 1 was engaged
to her at one time.—Illustrated Bits.
on

CHICKEN.

There is nothing more wholesome or
delicious than this for a child's party
menu.
Boil the chicken elowly in water
to cover until the meat slips from the
bones, having added a sliced onion,
twelve peppercorns, two celery stalks,
When
and a few sprigs of parsley.
tender remove the chicken,
separate
from bone and gristle and cut rather
fine; strain the liquor and return to the
tirn to he hoi led down to one nint: to
this add two tablespoonfule of gelatin
which has been dissolved in a little
water; season to tasto; pack the chicken
in a mould, adding enough of this liquor
to moisten it thoroughly. This, when
côld, will so .keep its shape that it may
be sliced with a sharp knife; lay on a
dish in overlapping slices; decorate with
parsley and place a pink rose on top.
With this serve a plate of thin, small,
delicately-buttered white and brown
bread sandwiches, and let the little
hostess, who should occupy the head of
the table, serve small cups of chocolate,
placing on each a spoonful of whipped
cream to which a few drops of pink coloring matter has been added. If there
are many guests, let one of her friends
at the foot help in serving this.
Later may be -passed jam and nut

timaksmJ/tAm/efoad

tÀaao/ÂÔyÎoura/idie/fcr

trmttkm aaf'oikr/kier.
Free to Housewives.

Cat out this advertisement and mail
to as with name of your grocer and
we will send you free of charge one of
GOLD MEDAL COOK
BOOKS, containing 1000 carefully

our

prepared recipes.

If your dealer does
handle Gold Medal Flour, please
mention it in your letter. Address
not

BROWN & JOSSELYN,

Portland, liait.

Mention

this Paper.

The fall term of Hebron Academy will open

Tuesday, Sept. 13,1904.

Increased endowment enables the

Trustees

strengthen
and

most

largely
the

increase

teaching

force.

and
Best

thorough instruction,

lowest rates.

placed

to

at

The school has been

approved list of the
England College Certificate
Board. Send for catalogue to
W. E. Sargent* Prln.
New

on

the

Flyklller.

A

W. W. Jaoobe, the English humorist,
is as modest as he is brilliant.
"The things that people laugh at most
in my stories," he said to an American,

"are nearly always things that I have
heard and noted down. They are not
original with me.
"On that account, wherever I go, I
keep my ears open, and thus I get hold
of many a good thing.
"I got hold of a good thing last week
in Margate. I was looking at a butcher
shop's display when the butcher came
out and said to an old man :
"
'Henry, I want you.'
"
'What do you want?' the old man

asked.

in a

large pan

deep, regular breathing
good lungs and in consequence

gives

a better
"Of course," said the legislator, "tto appearance to the bust and shoulders.
arguments offered by the bill's oppoOnj ought alwaye to sleep on the left
nents were good, but those of its sup- side, and preferably with the arms at
the back. This may be a little awkward
porters were better."
"How much better?" asked the plain at first, but as soon as one becomes accustomed to it he will find it not only
citizen.
the most restful and easy, but the posi"Well, at least a thousand dollars."
tion in which sleep is more easily conThe pillow ought to, of course,
quered.
Westward the orb of glory takes its way, be small and the bed hard, or at least
Wisconsin is the state,, you hear everyfirm. The body is then in the correct
body say,
for sleeping and for helping the
position
It's made itself famous by one great
appearance of the person while
physical
stride;
at rest. The arms at the back throw the
baa
Tea
made
its
Mountain
Rooky
make the shoulders
chest forward,
name world wide.
broader and the back straigbter, so that
Orin Stevens; P. A. Shurtleff é Co.
material assistance toward a good carriage is thus obtained. When one lies
Most musicians require an instrument, on his back, even though the pillow is
but some women can harp on nothing. small, it has a tendency to crook the

shoulders,

and many

cases

of stooped

Ernes^pe—And

club,
you? Why, you should have been
pended.

sus-

Eva—I was, dear.

Ernestine—Suspended?
Eva—Yes; I

was

in a hammock when

FROM 148 TO !»2 POUNDS.
One of the most remarkable cases of a

for

STOMACn IS THE MAN.
A weak stomach weakens the man,
because it cannot transform the food he
Health and
eats into nourishment.
strength cannot be restored to any sick
man or weak woman without first restoring health and strength to the stomach. A weak stomach cannot digest
enough food to feed the tissues and revive the tired and run down limbs and
THE

organs of the body. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure digests what you eat, cleanses and
strengthens the glands and membranes
of the stomach, and cures indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach troubles.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

secret, sir, but
with me, and—"
your daughter is in love
Mr. Bonds—"Well, don't let yourself
feel any uneasiness, sir. I'm not the
fellow to give her away."
Ardent Lover—"It is

Important

a

to Mother».

every bottle of CABTOBIA,
remedy for Infanta and children,

■MBtne carefully
OMf· sod

«ore

MiaMthatfc

b Um For Over SO Team

Ώ» Kind Toe Have Always

running tunnel-like beneathof them four stories high. All
of these bridge buildings were densely
packed with human beings- at one
way

some

BHgH

Solium—"Have you carefully considered the dangers of the yellow peril?"
Rundown—"Haven't seen it yet. All
the automobiles out our way are painted
red."

time estimated at 1,700—carrying ou
ull the trades and other vocations of
life.
Spanning the two center piers
was a huge church building, dedicated
to St. Thomas of Canterbury, hut usually styled St. I'eter's of the Bridge.
In very early time the arch opening

GOOD.

Krtant

/

ΗΗΓ

Ν. Y.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at &0 cents,
or mailed
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren

by

Street, New York.

A golf writer tells the following: An
old man and a youtb had spent the
whole day on a golf links in Scotland,
and, as is often the case with particularly enthusiastic players, had bad some
remarkably close and exciting games.
As

they

left for home the old man re-

marked: "Hey, mon, but it's been a
gran' day!" "It has," the youth assented. "Think ye ye could come again on
the morrow, laddie?" "Well," the young
man answered, reflectively, "I was to be
married, but I can put it off."
Nellie Fuller, Denver—"My face was
full of pimples and black-heads. Hollisters's Rocky Mountain Tea has driven
them away. People hardly know me.
Tea or
I'm looking fine." 35 cents.
tablets. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.

Ida—I hear that Reginald's uncle left
bim a fortune.
May—Yes; and I expect to derive
aauob benefit from it.
Ida—Indeed! Going to marry Reginald?

May—No. I'm going to marry the attorney that settled up the estate.

«
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The Kind You Have

tp

:

Always Bought

Vegetable Preparadonfor As-

similating the Food andReguiating the Stomachs andBowels of

The True "L. F." I· · TimeTested Remedy of Reliable Effloacy

Bears the

Signature

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither

of

Opium,Morphine nor Mineral
Not "Narc otic

fUulUU*"

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments,

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishand Loss of Sleep.

I Lave one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,
fort 185.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for $300, worth 1250.

One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One eecond hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for $55.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
«tops, in nice condition, for $45·
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for $65.
One second hand square piano, a nicc
one, for $115, worth $140.

ness

Facsimile Signature of

CttfftSSSû

NEW YORK.

REMEDY
la

to

mr«

Chrlatmaa I'rmtlnK In Old Time·.
There are certain dishes which are
peculiarly dedicated by custom and
tradition to the Christmas feast. The
plum pudding is almost the sole sur-

vivor of a long list of equally savory
ones. There was the boar's head, always the herald of the feast and always seasoned with mustard. Next In
importance was the peacock. The skin
was carefully strii-i>ed off, with the
plumage adhering. The bird was then
roasted. When it was done and had
cooled it was served up again iu its
feathers and »vlth gilded beak was
sent to the table. Sometimes the whole
body was covered with gold leaf and a
piece of cotton saturated with spirits
placed In Its beak and lighted as It
made its gorgeous entry. The noble
bird was not served by common hands.
That privilege was reserved for the
ladles most distinguished by birth ami
beauty. Geese, capons, pheasants and
pies of carps' tongues also helped to
set out the Christmas table iu days

ATTENTION FARMERS!
The Oxford Democrat

CATARRH

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

glv·

Malefaction

FOR ONE YEAR

Ely's Cream Balm

Glvet Relief t! one·.
It cleanses, loothes
and heals the diseased

It cures
membrane.
drives
and
catarrh
away a cold In the
It Is
head quickly.

Guy Bayard.

Wide=Awake

Sire, Bayard
For style, action, size,
Wilkes.
color, conformation, beauty, GUY
Stallion.

BAYARD

no

equal

has

superior,

no

and

•

Kodol

to keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

family.

will

Maine.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY
000<)&C»C8»»SSM»3C8ÏCK8S»SSX*>0<><^^
u
THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

yune.

Three Women Writer·.

Among ladles distinguished for the
penbeauty of their
Bronte,
Charlotte
womunship—was
who wrote α very small, very delicate
and carefully finished hand. Mrs. Hemans wrote In α free, (lowing style.
Elizabeth Barrett Browning's manuscript was very neat and carefully

penmanship—or

punctuated, the wrltlug bAig distinct
and legible, though the letters were

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
Oxford
will
please send to the address below The
you
Year:
for
One
Farmer
Democrat and New-York Tribune
Send Democrat to.

Send Farmer to.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If in want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send In your orders Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Signed

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
sale.
Boards for

NOTE.

CHANDLER,

may be sent to different
address's if desired

The

Papers

QUAKER RANGE

—

HundredsofchUdren and adults have

worms, but are treated forotherdlseases.
The symptom*are:—Indigestion, with a
variable·!)petite ; foultungue; offensive
breath ; bard and full belly with occasional grlplngs and pains abouttbe navel;
eves heavy and dull ; Itcblngof the no··;
short, dry coueh ; grinding of the te«tb ;
and
starting during sleep: slow fever;
often In children, convulsions.

worm remedy Aade. It has
been In nee since 1831.1a purely vege« here
table, harmless and effectual.
no worms are present It actsaaaTonlc,
and corrects tbe condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels. Λ positive cur· for Constipation and Blllouaneen, and a valuable
remedy In all the common complaints
of children. Price 15 cts. Ask your
druggist tor It.
Dr. ). F. TRUE Jt CO., Askan, Me.
Special treatment IbrTspc W«rm«. KrwTiiaphkL

Livery Stock for Sale !

horses, two-seated carriages,
ίο top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
well
not
Joined.
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
etc.
wagon, harness, whips, robes,
Monejr Saved.
run livery busito
stable
lease
Will
mustered
up
Muggina—So you flnully
This is a nice, clean livery
courage to propose to Miss Springer, ness.
No
èh? What was the result? Hugglns— stock and excellent opening.
on easy terms.
She dismissed me without ceremony. competition. Will sell
F. B. FOGG,
Muggina—Ob, well, don't you care.
South Paris.
The absence of ceremony saved you May 3, 1903.
the minister*· fee.—Philadelphia InHome Telephone Call. 106-6.

i

2

Maine.

South Paris,

Builders' Finish I

——

the

$1.75.

One Year For

Additional Sunday Trips.

^'

us

can secure

er

In effect Juno 12th to Sept. lltli inclusive. From Portland at 8:00 P. M.
and from Boston at 7:00 P. M.
All freight via tho steamers of this

r

to

make money from the farm.

the Democrat andTribune Farm=

of this Hue leave

CHANDLER,

alization of republican form of government that all the people should hy
some forcing process be made as much
All human beings
ullke as iwsslble.
are born equal only In the elngle fact
that they all come Into the world by
the same natural process. The same
•quality exists In the matter of death,
since what we call life Is extinguished for all under the selfsame conditions. But that is all the equality
that Is possible, for human beings are
all unlike and unequal in bodily und
mental characteristics, and to such an
extent does this lack of equality go
that It is seen in the peculiarities of
every Individual.—New Orleans Pica-

will post you every week on all
of

important agricultural topics
the day, and show you how

money with the order

7:00 P. M.

IV.

Tribune Farmer,

your

Any person sending

Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

Ε.

supply

household.

01.28.

Matched Hard Wood Floor

admirably

wants for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
a
every

Ε. W.
number of persons sworn. Uuder the
uf wnger of law it continued to
be the law of England until abolished
Aug. 14, 1K13. Traces of trial by Jury
are found In the reigns of William I.
1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
und II., Henry I. und Stephen, but It Size or Style at reasonable prices.
was not fully established until the

reign of Henry II. Trial by Jury was
first adopted in criminal cases In the
reign of John, 1181MJ1), and was the
established mode of dealing with them
at the eud of the thirteenth century.
Witnesses were examined and evidence
tirst lakl before juries in the reigu of

The New-York

South Paris, Me.,

PORTLAND ΑΛΊ» BOSTON LINE.
now steamers

ber of his family.

The Oxford Democrat,

what you

PARU

securing the largest possible
pruliti) from the farm, and with
special matter for every mem-

items of interest to himself and

[astern Steams! Company.
Superb

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in

Weekly Newspaper

Cure
Dyspepsiaoat.

Digests

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

Good Local

Guy Buck,

South Paris,

NEEDS

of

who is interested in the
Paris and Oxford County should
subscribe for a
news

Has Colts

...

Farmer

Farmer

in the state of Maine.

C.

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

Fit for the Show Ring.
Trotting

FOR

I -$1.75- I

COLD "«HEAD

absorbed. Heal· and
protects the Membrane. Restores the Sense* of
Taste and Smell. Full Size, SO cent·, at Druggists or by mall. Trial size 10 cents, by mall.
iSLY BROTHERS. 5ti Warren Street, New York.

Company is insured against tire and
marine riek except live stock.
err» no liv
J. F. LÏSCOMB, Agent, Portland, Me.
Trial by Jury.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
Trial by twelve compurgators, which and General Manager, Foster's Wharf,
was of canonical origin, existed in An- Boston.
glo-Saxon times and only resembled
what is known as trial hy jury In the

name

NV. NEW vom CITY.

Bin In*

ΤΙΙΙβ

mm

MS

EXACT copy Of WHABPCR.

BLOCK,

«mifh Purl*.'
/

1

S

W--,

Wheeler,

MIXINtiS

l)oSJ

Jj

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy forConstipa-

Tion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

case,

Rev. John Reid, Jr. of Great Falls, Henry VI., 1412-01, but this change
Malnr
<Vnat Sunmei
Mont., recommended Ely's Cream Balm was not fully carried out till the time
to me. I can emphasize his^tatement, of Edward VI.. 1&47-Π3. The laws reFOR SALE.
"It in a positive cure for catarrh if used
specting Juries in KiiKhind were reas directed."—Rev. Francis W. Poole,
Also 1 Pair of
1 Set of Hay Scales.
June 22, 1825.—London Ulobe.
modeled
Helena,
Pres.
Church,
Central
Pastor
Double Harnesses. Call at
Light
Montana.
ANDREWS HOUSE,
Hamuli Inequality.
After using Ely's Cream Balm six
South 1'aris
There Is a nation, and a most peroreeks I believe myself cured of catarrh.
—Joseph Stewart, Grand Avenue, Buf- nicious one, that it is the highest re-

falo,

J

iTViliL.iM

from the bUdge toward the city mi* To show that he is a sire that procalled "Traitors' gate," and it was no
Drivers
unusual thing to see the luuads of a duces Gentlemen'**
criminals
executed
dozen
hanging and
of
early maturity.
speed
over It.

shoulders have probably originated in
this way.—Ex.
The pills that are potent in their
Mary—Sponge the pimples with warm
Blue will be the prevailing color in irater.
action and pleauuat in effect are DeYou need a blood tonic, would
Witt'· Little Early Riaers. W. S. Thil- women's dress. One of the most im- idvlse
you to take Hollister's Rooky
shades is known as "Parsifal"
pot of Albany, Ga., says: "During a
Mountain Tea. It drives away all
bilious attack I took one. Small as it
le, but other shades will not be disjruptions. 35 cents. Tea or tablets.
was it did me more good than calomel, carded.
3rln Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
bin· mass or any other pill I ever took
out
a trifle
are
skirts
newer
The
being
and at the same time the effect was
He—I have half a mind, do yon know—
The Instep
than
formerly.
pleasant. Little Early Risen are cer- shorterstill
She (soothingly)—Well, even that to
ana
street
for
wear,
prevails
f.
▲.
Ungth
tainly an ideal pill,1' Sold by
AOiNT.
right well, I think, don't yon?
to the ballroom.
lolng
are
trains
relegated
Shurtleff A Co.
A TOWER FOR

For Infante and Children.

"With my own and my family'· experience we conalder 'L. F.' Atwood'i
Bitters the best medicine In the market.
For
spring medicine It Is certainly
the best. It Is better than pills, oil·,
salts or other disagreeable medicine·
and Is more easily taken, more acceptable to the stomach, more gentle In (ts
action, and more beneficial In Its effects. I would prefer one bottle of 'L.
F. Atwood's Bitters to two doctors.
R. H. Sbarlbs, W. Farmlngton, Me.

MxJmutA*

raiee a
beard. At the end of a week his employer came to him and said:
"It's a rather delicate eubject, but I'm
glad that you have realized that it is
your youthful appearance that has been
keeping you back. You will take charge
of the shipping department to-morrow."
"And eome people say that appearances count for nothing," remarked the
"
graduate. "It took me four years to
"I HAVE IT
get a college education, and in four
weeks I'll have a beard. 1 made $10 a by the cord of the trap, but on how
week on the strength of the education, Just to get that turnip without being
and got promoted the first week on the
got himself.
strength of the beard."
He studied and Htudled, and the more
"I
he studied the hungrier he got
Picnic Horror.
it!" cried he at last. "Just wnteh
"O, I'm so tired!" panted the girl in Lave
the pink shirtwaist, flopping down on me. First you pull one peg like this,
the grass. "And I've lost all my hand- then the other like this." And, suitkerchiefs."
ing his deed to his word, he pulled out
"Will a handkerchief rest you?" asked first one and then the other. The cord
the young man with the tennis shoes,
tightened up, drawing the turnip with
extending his own.
"And now," said I$un, "you pull
it.
she
but
a
said, closing out the last, and
nap kin,"
"No,
you have the prize."
her eyes sleepily.
with his teeth, he
At which the ants attacked the lunch Grasping the pin
The pin
baskets even more savagely than before. pulled slowly and carefully.
came at the first pull, the trap sprung
—Chicago Tribune.
up. and. alas for our best laid plans,
THE SECRET OF SUCCESS.
the turnip went too! Caught securely
of
bottles
August In the corn, it hung dangling In the
Forty million
Flower eold in the United States alone
tilr too high to be reached. "There's
the
demand
And
its
introduction!
since
a slip 'twlxt the cup and the
for it is still growing. Isn't that a fine many
sang a Jaybird ifi the branches.
that
it
lip,"
Don't
of
success?
prove
showing
"That's so," said Bun sadly. "Next
August Flower has had unfailing success
in the cure of indigestion and dyspepsia Mme get a stick."—Worcester Post.
—the two greatest enemies of health and
Old Loudon Urldite.
happiness? Does it not afford the best
evidence that August Flower is a sure
Old London bridge was a monstrosspecific for all stomach and intestinal ity. It dated back to the year 117(J A.
d'sorders?—that it has proved itself the
I)., and at least three wooden bridges
best of all liver regulato i? August
known tr* have occupied the same
are
over
Flower has a matchless record of
to that date.
thirty-five years in curing the ailing site prior
The old bridge was slightly over IXMJ
milMons of these distiessing complainte
feet in length, and had eighteen solid
—a success that is becoming wider in its
as
utone piers, varying in thickness from
scope every day, at home and abroad,
tbe fame of August Flower spreads. twenty-five to thirty-four feet, thus
.Trial bottles, 25 cents; regular size, 7*j confining the flow of the river to less
cents. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff A
than half its natural channel. The enCo.
tire surface of the bridge was occublocks of brick and stone buildyou, a member of our pied by
allowed a man to kise ings—erected 011 arches, with the roadbachelor

of hot

This is another pretty dish and a great
favorite with children. Melt a half pint
of sugar in a saucepan over the Are withQuite Contrary.
out adding water. Wheu it becomes a
The trust It Is a wondrous thing,
delicate, clear brown liquor, pour a little
The marvel of the time;
into individual cups which have bright
it!"
The more we're shouting "Down with
candied cherries in them, say four in
The higher It doth climb.
each. Now prepare a custard of one
pint of milk, four ecgs, two tablespoonKey to the Pauler.
fule of sugar, and a teaspoonful of
No. 242.—Primal Acrostic: Milton. 1. vanilla. Fill the
cups two-thirds full;
4.
3. Linden.
2. Instep.
Merman.
place in a pan containing cold water
0.
5.
Thorax.
Nonage.
Osprey.
enough to on'-third cover the cups; set
No. 243.—Charade: Moss, key, toe in a moderate oven until a spoon handle
thrust into them comes out clean. Take
(mosquito).
on a little of the
No. 244.—Word Building: An,"ran. from the oven, pour
liquid and cool. Unmould when cold.
near, learn, angler.
With this serve pink lemonade, colorNo. 240.—Anagram States: Minneed with fruit juice, and let whole, small
sota. California. Rhode Island.
fruits float upon the top, providing each
No. 240.—Metagram: 1. Fun. 2. Sun. child with a straw tied with a bow of
Tun.
3. Dun. 4. Hun.
baby ribbon for imbibing the nectar
with greater ease. There was never a
No. 247.—Connected Diamonds:
child who did not enjoy drinking through
II.
L
a straw.
χ
«
Lastly comes the ceremony of lighting
Χ Κ W
MAT
the candles on the cake; of seeing how
Χ Κ W Κ Β
A tJ Χ Τ S
many each can blow out at a single
Κ I 8 S I Χ Ο
Μ Ο Τ Η Κ Κ S
whiff, and finally of cutting it, which
*
Μ Α Ν Η Α Τ Τ A Χ Ε W S Ρ Α Ρ Κ Κ
duty should be performed by the small
hostess. At a child's party where the
RIPA III
ΚΑ Τ Τ I Κ S
decorations were green, a very prétty
Κ Α Ρ 1 Ο
MOTTO
effect was obtained by planting email
Ρ Κ Τ
HAT
trees in little pails or pots and placing
Η
Χ
them around the table so that the guests
No. 248.-rAn Old Adage: Two heads fairly sat under their shade.
If it is an afternoon party, serve the
Hre better than oue.
which will
No. 249.—Poetical Wheel: 1 to 8 and supper about Ave o'clock,
the disturbing of their digestions
ί to Hi. "Paradise Regained." 1 to D, prevent
by a second and later supper at home.
poor. 2 to 10. acre. 3 to 11, ring. 4 to If
it is in the evening, invite them from
12, aria. 5 to 13. demi, θ to 14. Iron. six until nine and serve the supper first.
7 to 15, sure. 8 to 10. eyed.
—New Idea.
Deletions:
Palut, pant.
2Γ»0.
No.
Hard Bed and Small Pillow.
Punt, put.
Pump, pup. Poke, Poe.
No matter how comfortable a soft bed
Place, pace. Pear, par. Pike, pie.* Piand large soft pillows may be they are
lot. plot. Copal, eoaL Cost, cot.
women
not healthy, and
especially
would do well to avoid them, for they
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
her
in
assist materially
injuring
physical
Everything is in the name when it
When the body sinks down
E. C. De- appearance.
comee to Witch Hazel Salve.
a soft bed a considerable portion of
in
Witt Λ Co. of Chicago discovered some
the skin is robbed of its proper ventilayears ago how to make a salve from tion and the circulation is interfered
Witch Hazel that is a specific for Tiles.
with. It also helps to make the musclée
For blind, bleeding, itching and protrudflabby. A hard bed will make the flesh
bruises,
cuts,
burns,
eczema,
Tiles,
ing
firmer, and the form must, therefore,
and all skin diseases, DeWitt's Salve has
somewhat better as a result. The
This has given rise to numer- appear
no equal.
are not good to sleep on
Ask for large pillows
counterfeits.
ous worthless
because the head is too high when it
DeWitt's—the genuine. Sold by F. A. rests on
them, and this prevents that
Shurtleff A Co.
which

CASTOBIA

■■

■ ■

Best of all Spring Mediolnes- Mora
Acceptable to the Stomeoh and
Gentler in it· Aotion

A^etfOUJ*-SWUBJmH£R

ally inquire:
"Say, bub, where's the boss?"
The graduate finally decided to

"Say, colonel, what do you take
water; cook until set like a custard, and
stir occasionally before the eggs begin to malaria down here?"
"Whiskey and quinine, sub."
set. Decorate the top after it haa cooled
"Well, suppose the remedy fails?"
with pop corn rolled in pink sugar, and
"Then I stop the quinine, suh."
serve with sweetened cream.
(ARAMKI. CUSTARD.

hungry
Cottontail wan a
Tliere jvas no denying that.
"bun."
He did not try to deny it, but set out
at once to fill that aching void.
Presently lie-enme upon the trail of
Hie sniffy little
a good ripe turnip.
nose told him it was turnip, and presently also he came upon that turnip.
But what a bitter disappointment to
Bunny

Beard Did It.
A recent graduate of one of the great
universities secured a place with a wellknown firm at a modest salary. He fulfilled all his duties satisfactorily, but
there seemed to be something lacking.
Business callers did not seem to take
him seriously, and one would occasion-

childhood, is made as follows: To one f tried a number of remedies to no avail
quart of milk add three tablespoonfule until I used One Minute Cough Cure.
of sugar, four beaten eggs and half a Four bottles of this wonderful remedy
pint of popped corn which has been put cured me entirely of the cough, strengththrough a meat or nut grinder; flavor ened my lungs and restored me to my
with the grated rind of an orange. Pour normal weight, health and strength."
this into a baking dish and set in the Sold by F. A. Shurtleff <& Co.

placing it

Bunny WasToo Smart

EXPERIENCE PROVES IT

to him. He gripped it firmly, went to
the doorway, and said :
"
"
'Now, turn 'em out, one at a time.'

cold, deep-seated on the lungs, causing
pneumonia, is that of Mrs. Gertrude E.
children are universally fond and which Fenner, Marion, Ind., who was entirely
is also quite harmless.
cured by the use of One Minute Cough
Pass Graham crackers with the ices, Cure. She says: "The coughing and
pudding or custard. A delicious pop- straining so weakened me that I ran
corn pudding, which seems to belong to down in weight from 148 to 02 pounds,

oven,

An Aoinjal 5tory For
Little FolKs

'Why,' said the butcher, 'I'll give
you a shilling and a joint of meat if find that it lay inside a trap!
kill all the flies in my shop.'
you'll
It was a "foxy" trap, and Mr. Bun
"
'All right,' said the old man. 'Give
knew that to get that turnip would
me the shilling first and the meat afterBiean a great deal of hard studying,
ward.'
"The butcher handed out the shilling. not on the problem of the angles made
Then the old man asked for a stick
about a yard long. This was brought
"

sandwiches, occupying separate plates kissed.

of course. The nuts should be chopped
and pressed into the buttered bread with
a broad-bladed knife; trim into oblong
pieces, 1x3 inches. Strawberry jam or
preserves make a sandwich of which

—

WRIGHT, Executor.

STROUT'S
SUMMER
SNAPS."

whip.

Sot

1 am selling

IjOY ».

white heitMi.
Behead a Joiner's tool and have η
narrow pussuire or street.
Behead a puddle of water and have a

er

Mouldings s,JL Pianos.
G'ade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

uot

So.

WANTED.

Address, Box No

Jumble.

shall tonight curfew."
"Voices soft when vibrates music die
when memory lu the."
"Wise madness be defer today 'tis

"Ring

to."

FOR SALE.

and Pictures,

High

So. 258

Norway.

hours, 10:3ο
Eyes Examined free.
a. m.

257.—Rhomboid.

Down: 1. A letter. 2. A preposition.
3. An aeriform elastic fluid. 4. A west5. Au ancient lauguage. 0.
ern state.
7. A boy's
An Italian sliver coin.
name. 8. Two letters from sigh. 0. A
letter.

Oculist,

ill be at Elm House,
Tuesday, Aug. 16, and 3d
of each following month.

&

So.

1

Crosswords: 1. A Mongolia». 2. Reluting to nativity. 3. A glossy, close
δ.
4 Engages for pay.
woven silk.
Point directly opposite the zenith.

Ν. H.

for Children'a Parties.
'Tis true, 'tis pity, and pity 'tie, 'tis
true," but a party to an American child
is as Dead Sea fruit if the viands be anappetizing or if they do not appeal to
the eye as well as to the palate. In
short, a child who did not care for this
part of the function would be abnormal
and unnatural.
When ten of the most celebrated
young people of the United Kingdom
were entertained at a lawn party at
Sandringham, the menu consisted of
bread and butter, cakes, ices and fruit
The "bread and butter age," which is
of
origin, has no counterpart in
America where children sit at table with
their elders and too often indulge in
food unfit for them.
It should be the aim, however, of
every hoetees to provide for the guests
of her little son or daughter, excellent
though harmless little dishes, which will
take the place of richer and more injurious food, and will so captivate by
their gay and festive appearance that
even a child accustomed to truffles will
prefer them to richer food.
Rose-pink is one of the most attractive
of color schemes for a child's party, and
one that is easy to compass in summer.
Lay a large lace centrepiece in the middle of the table over a circle of pink
mercerized muslin, making a pretty
spot of color on the white cloth. A low
glass bowl filled with pink blooms,
roses or carnations, can be placed on
this, with a long-stemmed rose at each
little girl's place and a short stemmed
bud for the boys. Drape lengthe of inexpensive pink ribbon, or even of crepe
paper, from the chandelier above the
table to its four corners, where it should
be pinned into bows and ends. Catch
some of the same material in love knots
around the lace centerpiece.
Let the cake, that piece de resistance of
a child's party, in its brave array of
pink icing, pink roses and pink candies,
be placed upon the table as a part of the
A cut watermelon may
decoration.
grace the other end. Slice a bit from
one end after having cut the melon in
half, place it on a pretty dish and garnish with pink dowers, using a large
vegetable spoon to extract egg shaped
pieces from the rind when about to
serve, or it may be cut in pretty pink
cubes and piled on a platter. A dish of
raspberries or strawberries, and one of
pink radishet cut into rose shape, will
help out the decoration, although the
little guests should not be encouraged to
eat many of the latter.
PKKBSKD

Rhyme·.

wondvjrl;:s why you came;
;
Stop looking fer faults and
In your pride and
Rise up
llrst
of
the
;
am
great
"I
part
However full the world.

Tenney,

w

Mlaalne

Cease

act as a

,Soid by Κ A. Shurtleff A Co.

application.

am

No.

FRBPARSD ONLY »Y

Berlin,

233.—Riddle.

in paper» and In books;
I'm oft within /our hand;
on
the street where'er one look·;
I'm
Sometimes I lonely stand.
SuraelttiHS I Hour high In the air,
Some more Just like me under.
And then the country people star·
And gaze aloft In wonder.
1

E. C. DeWltt & Co.. Chicago

Dr. Austin

ship.

length.

take them. One
mild laxative; two or four act as a
pleasant and elfective cathartic. They
are purely vegetable and absolutely
harmless. They tonic the liver.

Supplies.

a

concealed.
1. Five helpful fingers are better
than diamond rings.
2. Tropical sunshine like a halo encircles tills stately plant.
3. This letter is uot even one page in

equalled.
They act promptly and never gripe.
They are so dainty that it is a pleasure

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

!

234.—Concealed Word Sqmmre.
Each senteuce indicates the word

inactive or sluggish liver,
De Witt's Little Early Risers are un-

to

In

No.

an

to two

represented

No. 233·—Reversal·.
Reverse h tiret appearance and have
a first appearance.
Reverse a deck on a ship and have a

quick

ing from

OOLUn,

Address : Editor Homskaiow
Oxford Democrat, Paris. Maln«

English

kidneys did uot act properly
For two or three
It gradually grew ou lue.
uie very touch with a
y ears they troubled
aud la
dull, achlug pain across uiv back for any
titood ou uiy feet
aiy loins. If 1
across my
length of time, 1 felt the pain
numb.
back Diore and m.v legs became
so bad that
When the pain In my back got
ou
1
plasters,
put
I could stand It uo longer.
many of them, but they
a
I

Early Risers

on

β. A letter.

Mr. T. H. Hughes. of Saxtona River, "My
it Co., says:
employed by Β. K. Locke
for years, and

W. H. Winchester,

Catalogues sent

préposition,

Vt.

great
and used
relief. I also
ouly afforded me temporary but they did
used mediclues of all kinds,
Kidney
Doan's
not reach the cause. I saw
well recommended,
Pills advertised, aud so
aud
a
trial,
them
that 1 was Induced to give
store. Tliey
I got them at Andrew s drug
treatthe
relief. After
gave me Immediate
of tuy
ment 1 seldom felt any symptoms
1 did I took a
former troubles, but wheu
and It soou
few of Doan's Kidney Tills
were not so
left me. My rheumatic pains
that tired, lansevere, and 1 did not have
In doing
energy
guid feeling. I had more credit to Doan's
the
tuy work and give all
deal
a
me
great
did
Kidney Pills. They
recommendof good, and I feel justified in
reliable
and
a good
ing them to others us
iuedlclue."
all drugDoan's Kidney Pills for sale by
Co.»
gists; 50 cents per box. Foster-Mllburu
Buffalo, Ν. Ï.

Rofiolted.
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Kidney Pills,
for

A Modern Medicine
Every Kidney 111.
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Catering

Doan's

Chas. F. Ri
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